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PRESSURE INVESTIGATION OF A SPACE SHUTTLE
LAUNCH CONFIGURATION CONSISTING OF A DELTA-WING ORBITER
AND A SWEPT-WING BOOSTER WITH CANARD AND TIP FINS
(M = 0.6 TO 1.3)
By J. M. Rampy, K. L. Blackwell, and G. R. Gomillion
SUMMARY
This report presents pressure data obtained from a wind tunnel test
sponsored by the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and conducted in the
PWT-4T facility of the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) from
October 11 through October 13, 1971. The models tested were 0.00556 scale
models of the McDonnell-Douglas orbiter and booster configurations. Pressure
data were obtained for the combined orbiter and booster and for the booster
alone at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.3, angles of attack from-8 to +100,
and sideslip angles from -60 to +60.
'
Pressure data was also obtained for
the booster alone without canard at Mach numbers of 0.9 and 1.1 (nominal).
The pressure taps were distributed primarily over the booster upper psurface
and the orbiter lower surface.
The models were mounted on individual stings which allowed various inci -
dence angles and longitudinal positions of the orbiter relative to the booster.
Orbiter incidence angles of 00, 1.90, and 3.80 were obtained at the most aft
position of the orbiter, and'three longitudinal positions were obtained at
0° incidence. The vertical separation distance between the orbiter lower
SUMMARY (Concluded)
surface and the booster upper surface was nominally zero. These test results
supplement the data presented in references 1 and 2.
Plotted data for this test is published under one report number (DMS-DR-
1222) in two volumes: volume 1, parts A and B, contains the plotted data for
the booster alone and in the presence of the orbiter, and volume 2 contains






a Speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
b/2 Vehicle wing semi-span; in.
c Local airfoil chord; in.
c.g. Center of gravity
CP CP Pressure coefficient, P - PM
q
L L Body length; in.
M M1 Free stream Mach number; V/a
Pi -Local static pressure; psia
PO Free stream total pressure; psia
Po Free stream static pressure; psia
q Dynamic pressure; psi
RN/L Unit Reynolds number; per foot
o
To Freestream total temperature, F
V Velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
x Distance from vehicle nose; in.
x/c X/C Local chordwise position/local chord length
x/L X/L Longitudinal position/body length
y Distance from lateral centerline, in.






a B AIFB Booster angle of attack; degrees
010 ALT0 Orbiter angle of attack; degrees
i I Incidence angle between the orbiter
and booster, I = ao - aB; degrees
pi BETA Angle of sideslip; degrees
0 THETA Angle measured from vehicle top center-
line; degrees
Ax/L DX/L Distance between the c.g. of the orbiter
and booster measured parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the booster, positive
when the orbiter c.g. is forward of the
booster c.g., the distance has been norma-




The models tested were .00556 scale models of the MDAC orbiter and booster,
figures 3 and 4 respectively. The orbiter is basically the configuration illds-
trated on MDAC drawing number 255BJ0050. Modifications made on the orbiter t6
allow for installation of the nozzle assembly are shown in figure 3.
The booster configuration is basically the configuration designated 19A by
MDAC (drawing number 256-19-0001). The body, wing, and canard of the booster
model are that of configuration 19A except that the body does not have a base
flare or boattail, figure 4. The vertical tails are those which were designed
for the configuration designated 17 (drawing number 256-17-001).
The booster model was tested alone with and without canard, and the complete
booster and orbiter models were tested together. The orbiter and booster models
were mounted on individual stings as shown by figures 6 and 7. The orbiter could
be moved fore and aft with respect to the booster and small variations of the
orbiter/booster relative incidence angle could be obtained. The vertical sepa(-
ration distance (minimum gap) between the orbiter lower surface and the booster
upper surface was nominally zero. The values of the relative incidence angle,
I, and the longitudinal separation variable, DX/L, are listed in Table II en-
titled "Pressure Dataset Collation Sheets".
Dimensional data for both vehicles are shown in Table V. The pressure tap
layout is shown in figures 1 and 2, and the exact tap locations are given in
tables III and IV.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The 4-Foot Transonic Propulsion Wind Tunnel (PWT-4T) is a closed-loop,
continuous flow, variable density facility with a 4- by 4-foot square test
section and a Mach number range of 0.1 to 1.4. The tunnel has a stagnation
pressure range of 300 to 1700 psf, and a stagnation temperature range of 800
to 130°F. The test section is equipped with variable porosity walls with an
available porosity range of 0 to 10 percent open area. A complete description
of the PWT-4T tunnel can be found in reference 3.
DATA REDUCTION
The longitudinal separation variable DX/L is referenced to nominal center
of gravity locations on the orbiter and booster and to the booster body axis
system. The orbiter model c.g. was located 4.917 inches aft of the orbiter
model nose, and the booster model c.g. was located 7.528 inches aft of the boos-
ter model nose. The DX/L distance is measured parallel to the longitudinal axis
of the booster and between the nominal center of gravity points on the orbiter;
and booster, as illustrated in figure 5. The value of DX/L is positive when the
orbiter c.g. is forward of the booster c.g. DX/L is normalized using the boos-
ter fuselage length of 16.184 inches.
6
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REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. tfat) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 2.0 x 106 238
o.) 2.4 x lo6 402
1.0 2.5 x 106 441 -
1.1 2.5 xo 1 478
1.2 2.5 x 106 498
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ORBITER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TAP LOCATION
No. (x/L)o (y/b/2) Surface No. (xiL)o (y/b /2) Surface
I 0 0 Lower Body 28 .498 .231 Ifoer Wing
2 .019 29 .586
3 .066 30 .674
4 .145 31 .762
5 .233 32 .854
6 .321 33 .944
7 .409 34 .674 .400
8 .498 35 .762
9 .586 36 .854
10 .676 37 .942 ,
11 .765 38 .764 .569
12 .854 39 .854
13 .943 40 .942 ,
14 .981 " 41 .852 .738
15 . i49 .077 42 .942 + ,
16 .233 43 0 Upper Base
17 .321 44 r .138 Lower Base
18 .409 45 .981 -. 007 Upper Wing
19 .498 46 .981 .289
20 .586 47 .939
25 .233 .191 48 .851 ,,
26 .321 .221 ' 49 .981 .400
27 .409 .231 lower Wing 50 .939 r
x = Distance from orbiter nose
y = Distance from orbiter centerline
L = Orbiter length 27.153 cm (10.690 in.)
b/2 = Orbiter wing semi-span 8.255 ¢m (3.250 in.)
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TABLE IV
BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TLAP LOCATION_
No. (x/L)B 1(Y/bii Surface No. (x /L)B I(y/b )B Surfaceoc


































































































Body, 0 = 240












x = Distance from booster nose
y = Distance from booster centerline
L = Booster length 41.107 cm (16.184 in.)
































BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TAP LOCATION
No. (x/c )B (y/b /2)| B Surface No. (x/c) (/b/ 2) Surface
53 .098 .221 Upper Wing 71 .718 .635 Upper Wing
54 .320 72 .926
55 .542 73 .066 .773
56 .763 74 .275
57 .985 75 .484
58 .101 .359 76 .696
59 .320 77 .896
60 .542 83 .195 .565 Upper Canard
61 .762 84 .716
62 .970 a, 85 .195 .879
63 .103 .497 86 .716 ,
64 .319 87 .514 .230 Lower Wing
65 .528 88 .737
66 .741 89 .960 ,
67 .948 4 90 .496 .368
68 .081 .635 91 .718
69 .292 92 .940
70 .507 4, ,, r _ __
x = Distance from airfoil leading edge
y = Distance from booster centerline
c = Local airfoil chord
b/2 = Booster wing semi-span 13.805 cm (5.435 in.) for wing taps
b/2 = Booster canard semi-span 6,071 cm (2.390 in.) for canard taps
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TABLE IV (Concluded)
BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
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Surface (y/b/2)B Local Chord,cm Local Chord, in.







Canard .565 4.877 1.923
.879 4.877 1.923
TABLE V. DDIMESIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - MDIAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage contours including canopy with modified
aft fuselage oross sections; oross-sectional shape constant from station 1500
to end of fuselage - model scale A18,O0.
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ 00060, Rev. B



















MODEL COMPONENT: Winr - NDAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:


















Root (Wing Sta. O.O),Ac(/#es
Tip, (equivalent) ) je_ s
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC













































Vertical Tail - MDAC Orbiter
Model Scale 1/180























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC





























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC













MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - ?Tr! Rna ^^o
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 19A .fue.age without base 4 t-o amnd boattal1
Model Scale 1/180
























Winxr - MAC Booster
Confi gution l9A Wing



















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), inches
Tip, equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , inches
W.P. of .25 MAC , inches













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC

































MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tails - MDAC Booster
























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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TABLE V. (CONTINUED)
MODEL CMPOTONT: Canard - MD&C Booster
GENERAL DESCRIPTION= Configuration 19A Canard
Model Soale lSo 





Chord (Irol. Flap), Pt
Airfoil (360 In. Theo Chord)




NACA 63-016 yACA :M
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2. Pressure Tap Layout-Booster 25
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6. Rear View of Models and Test Apparatus 29
7. Front View of Models and Test Apparatus 30
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD P







*'0.0 0.P 0.4 0.6 o.a 1.0
X/C





















-'.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -D.o 0.2 0.4
X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B l
3.761 0.565 0.599 ALFB
s.835 0.879 1
REfERENCE FILE





PAGE 609AEDC TC174 CDTC006)
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES1so 1 li,. ,i,, ,,,, , , ll .s trioll l ,t.i iSis ,ooro .a . .,,
0.6- _ . 0.6
0.4 0.4
a..- 0.2
-0.2 . -0.2 _
-0.6- - -- --- -0.6
a. _ ._ -0.8
-1.4 -1 .4
-. -1. 4 _ _ _ _ . _ -t.6
-/.8 -. 8 o
-0.0 0.2 0.4 0. 6 0.8 1.0 0%.0
X/C
















C.) - C .) -- t.8- I t --- -
St %o ' t'444 An4.*4.O* *4.* *0.24.C A0.C 0.6- 0.8- .¢S.Og% 0a S. C.S
- 0 02 ° .2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.
X/C X/C
IYHOOL BETA r/0 HI ARAHMETRIC VALUES
3.845 0.565 0.699 ALFB 0.000 CX/L 0.036
5.924 0.679 I 0.000
IREFRENCE FILE
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*rl trrtr trrf' rrttr rftt rl trl t IItt
































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -b.o 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.e
X/C X/C
r/B Hm PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 1.099 ALFB 0.000 VC/L
0.879 1 0.000
IEFERENCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD)
0.G36
PAGE 614CDTCO006)
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION-OF BOOSTER CANARD
t.o IF IIIII fIf III rf iafl feul rrfIr IIr I1 r1I r I I











































ItItI r rr rit i r i rff ftt , rftf rtr.
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0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -'a.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
M1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.201 ALFB 0.Oo CX/L
I 0.000
REFERENCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD)
0.o03
PAGE 616(DTC006)





- -o. . I
-1.0 
I2.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C




AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD)
-2°L _ .........1 ... ... .. ,,.,I... .i..III.....
.- 2'·0 o.2 0.4 0.6 0.86 .O
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES





CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD F






-2. ... ... *. J ... ... * . ... .. . a. -.. .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
STHBOL BETA r/B Ml















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
1.0 IrltrT lr~ll ) lltl t  liii l I tlu I' 11I lll Irtl o li ir




-1.4 * _. _
0.(0 0.4 0.6 0. 1.08 1.0
X/C X/C
SYr400L BETA r/D m1l PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.882 G.565 1.299 ALFr O.000 OX/L 0.$36
5.980 0,8'9 0.00G
RErFREIICE FILE
AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD) ' OTCOOG06 PAGE 619
i-z~~~~~~~
8
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARDI . i I lSli I "!tl r I ri r I rIt I19I II I
0.6









*a O J4.- eca c-4 i. * JL. c.. sCI -.*iLC - SU, . a-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMBOL BETp Y/B MI




























ALFB - 6.000 OX/L
I 0.0G5
REFERENCE FILE





I I_ ._ I 
__ .__ __. .. .
I
II "i
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD








0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMBOL BE TA y/ Ml
- 4.°38 0.565 0.901
4.280 0.eT9
REFrRE CCE FILE
AEOC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD)
.o.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALF8 - 6.000 CX/L 0.03O
I O0.000
CDTC007) PAGE 621






0.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 ; 0 0.2 0.4 0. 0. 1.0
BY a JL B.ETA V.e 1" PARAMETRLC VALUES
- -'0.- 01 0..6
4f 4. *6S 0.565 0.995 ALF9 - 6.000 D/.L 0.036
0.062 0.8 9 1 0.000
REFERENCE FILE
AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD) CDTC007) PAGE 622AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD) COTCO0?) PAGE G22
-0 ... 0....................
' 0 4 0 6 O.8 l.O
X/C
SYMOOL BETA Y/o ml














0.i .......... _. _ ........ ...
0.1
0.4
0.0- 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.e t.




0.0  4 . 0.NEAR ORBITER .0CANARD
x/C
SM0OOL B2TA V/0 HI




AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD)
-''O.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 I.o
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES





ALFB - 6.000 CX/L
I 0.000
REFERENCE FILE
















te Irrl il l fti torl ,! gi,,, sl s tIIt l l r fil lrl ri u ll tll ,,i, rrt ii,, t ,, it 
0.6 - - .- 0.
0.4 0.4
0.20 …………… 0.0 ---- --
-0.2 -0.2




-t.e --------- .--- -- e ---- _----.6 - -- - --__ __
-t.8 _ ___ __ _ __ _ ___ ___ __ _-t%.8 __ __ __ __
-O.D C"''· ·*5 C-E- 0*L. 2l Ci*S S&A u 5'0 0.4 6 0.6 1.0 '
0.0 0.o 0.o 06 o t t 0.2 0.4 0. 6 0.6 .. 0
X/C X/C
SYBOOL BETA Y/0 "I FARAHETR1C VALUES
- 3.664 0.565 0.600 ALFO 6.000 DX/L 0.036
0.026 0.879 1 0.000
O 3.735
REFEREtJCE FILE
AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD) [DTC008) PAGE 626




-1.4 --C - -1.4
- 3.8 r$ -1.6
AEC TC0 174 04 BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD) TC00 .4
x/C
IVMSOL BETA Y/B HI
3.711 0.965 0.901 ALFO
0.038 0.8?9
RCFERE'JCC FILE


















0.0 0.2 .4 0.6 0.8 .































lill I I f rl
IL.o1 .0
0.036
_ . _ _ I_




HORODWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
I~ 0-f rIt Ie I IIe g I IIt Iee I rice I, Ittl eriF Icue
O.6
-0 . 4 __ - _ _ _ -__0 . _. _ _ _._ _





-2.0 ....... ...... .-h-&.. , , *&ALt ., *. -. ;
-2. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.O
X/C
SYMOOL BETA ¥/B Mi
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AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD
-' .-.... ..... l .. . . . .. I . 1 ... 1 ...., ,
*2' 0. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB 6.000 CX/L 0.,
I o0.00
) CDTC008) PAGE 630
036
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
.oO ft fll trftflr ll mil rue lf i  o tot l ii 111i l ll
0.4
0.0
-o . ... ._ .- -, ,
-0.6




0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
x/C




















AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD)
SURES
,I.1 .ii. III lll tItll Ir Ittt lrtt Iftl
[- --- ... _..































































































Y/s Ni PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 0.601 BETA 0.000 X/L
0.879 £ 1.900
REFERENCE FILE




DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD







































CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES
'. I t11 I 11 lI(l II liii ll iii ll lii 11 ill li liI fF1 I I I F II liII lii I I I liII III I If I






-0.2 0 .2 -
-0.2 - - - ------- - -
-0.4 . -0.409ET 0.000 DX/L 
'a .'
10.6 -- 0.6-
AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD) CDTC00U) PAGE 635
a 3.71 0,8r9 1. S.9GG
U G0.S69





















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD









J-. L4I &A*4- LA ~t iht iL & iS&L LI IJ& &t $S £5 I &IL
-'. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C


































.It llf I lul
I. 
If i
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA O.OG DIX/L 0.036
I 1.900
PAGE 637
_ _ ___._ _._ __
.__ ._ . __ . . _ . .... .... 
_
_t _ C
_ H_ _ _ _ .
__ _ __ __ 


























0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
-1..0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6
X/C X/C
Y/B ml FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 .9O ETA .O. O 5 X/L
0.879 BETA 0.000 DL
. Q.8?9 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 1  9 GE
REFERENCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD)
0.036
PAGE 638DCOTC009)
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD I







Z-2' O0. .0... ., . . ... s.. ... ..
' 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0
X/C







































0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -b.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
I FPARAMHETR IC VALUES
1.201 BETA 0.000 CX/L
1 1.900
RCFERENCE FILE
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_ _ _ 
__ __ _, ___ __ _
_. _ __ 
__ __ 
, _ .__ _











0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 l'b.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 i.0
X/C X/C
ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.299 BETA 0.°C0 CX/L O.G36
1 1.900
RErEREINCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD) CDTC009) PAGE 642




-0.6 _ _ _ _ _ _
u Li
-1.8
- .O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C





AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER (CANARD)
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES














DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARDI I uII lloI it fI flt f I r I l lo firtr I rIi I lr
-1. 4 -
-i.: -- 4 -1.--- 
-2.* 0 £.... , .,. -- ,-S../..44* &A.L*&-JJ-L ., .-. JI. &LA.L &JLL-e, *,,, ,&...- *&e &--L. .L.L .-.J. ,,,, -. ,,
- . O0. 0.4 0.6 O. 8 .0 .0 0 0. 2 0.4 0 6 0. 
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFB Y/B HI PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.145 0.565 O.602 BETA 0.000 OX/L
































1.0 e f1 r1 fl, Ii"! f I'l r' ' "
0.O 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -'.o 0O.z 0.4
X/C X/C
ALFO /8a HI PARAHETRIC VALUES
8.247 0.565 0.9G2 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.036










































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C X/C
V/D . Hl PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 1.002 BETA O.00 DX/L 0.036
0.8?9 1 3.800
REFEREPJCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD) PAGE 648(DTCO1O)
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD







-1.4 _ . _ ____
*-0.0 o.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 Io0
X/C






































ISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER
1 ir llflllflllllm fll fIl, tll l fIflllI
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -"b.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0
X/C X/C
Y/0 mI PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 1.099 BETA .G00 CX/IL
0.879 1 3.800
REFERENCE FILE



















































- 8.310 0.565 1.199
- .- 0. 9 0.4 0.6
a .- s.io .  .199
O -.0S
REFERErJCE FILE 
AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR





ORBITER CCANARD) (DOTCO1 0) PAGE
0.036
652
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD







t0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0
X/C
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES
.0 ttf tlff rft flr fillill ar lrl f lIflf l i T.0 rrrrt
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CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES




SYMOOL ALFS YN/r "I PARAMETRIC VALUES
-8.18 o.ss 0.590 BETA 0.G0 DCX/L

































CO[DTCOl ) PAGE 657 











0.0 0. 0.4 0. 6 0.8 1.0
X/C


































CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD





































SYHmoL ALFB / il ./ I.
'·^ 4o.$ '0.89 .1.00
O 6. 143 
S.134
REFERENCE FILE 























DISTRIBUTION OF BOOStER CANARD
Ii I IIIII f iefl rilrl rir. -'flr iEll-r l
.___ .__._.. __._ ._ ._ ...__...........
0.
:
v t ffi a
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 t1.0 -'-.O 0.2 0.4 '
X/C X/C
0.065 1.104 B. ETA
o0.79 I,
RECIRENCE FILE
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .0
X/C
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(DT 011(OT;01 I 3 PAGE 663
0.4








0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C























-1.o _ _ .. ._ _.._ .- - ' _
-1.2 
-2.4 _ ._ ._ .__ .
Or0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C







AEDC TiC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER C(
..... ... . ...... .. .. ....I
0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 Ox/L - 0.194
1 0.000
PAGE 665
_-- - -.- - -. - .- ._ ._
CANARD) CDT!O 1 )
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF-BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES
111111. 1iilii i r ii o i i i .3-I Il II
0. 4 0.6
0.o .·- . , ._ . ......................- - .- --_----- _.--_ : - --- _ . ... 0.4 _ _ _
0.2 ..... __.._ ,,..__.........0.2
0.0 ._ 0.0
-0o.8o~ r~~~- t 1 -0.2
-0.4 -0.4
h ~~~~~~~~~-06.0~~ h -0.6
a- -0.6 -0.U U
1.2 . - 2 o > -1-. --2_- -1 .2 
-2.0 _ di.__ __l _ . _ t __AL *5A.A .lit _ t_ _LLS __48 _ _. _~ _ -A. O __ .4_
-. 4-1.4_ 
-.o .0 0.2 . 0 .4 o6 o.8 o '.0 .2
X/C
SYMCOL ALFO Y.0/B M
.935 0.:.565 1.30G




AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER CCANARD) CDTC011)
IlfIrIlIfr l li lrF 1lIrI Itll
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES
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REFERENCE rILE
PRESSURES
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AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD)
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF
,O tI s e l l t l l ll t el l i fi l l I t l l





















. DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER
REFEENCE FILE

















CHORDWISE- DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRE
I.e fitit fil lllY l i llt t o II1 rlt Ill II Itlll il t  1 to or.
Q. - -
,
.4 - -- --- ___ ._.A-_-__
.8 _ .... _...
,0 __:_-..
4
6 - -..........-.- 
. -....-- _ .



























rrt-r Trr-r t rIr II tIfl ti itf i llt IttI fIt
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MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) COTCO12) PAGE 672
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD





o- U _ _
-1.0 
,' 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t.0
X/C
SYHBOL ALrB Y/B "M
. 2.162 0.565 0.999
4.145 0.879
REFERENCE FILE


























0.2 0.4 0.6 o.0 .o -' 0.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
Y/8 M1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 1.0GG BETA 0.000
0.879
REFERENCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) ,PAGE 674CDTC012)
ORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARDIFIT ISi I,,
0.2 ... 0.4 0.6 0.8 1. . . .






















































0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0
X/C
SYMBOL ALFS Y/D HI
8.231 0.565 1.200
, - 6.153 0.879
fl - 2.09G
REFEREIiNC FILE
!AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (CANAR




















































'Iflt II'i t it l t r I r titIiff ,IrIel
.L L..-l. ...L 1. .t1.S.S. l 4 .. &... . ..






















-1.8 - - -
Q 0.~ 0o.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C
SYMOOL ALFDO Y/8 Ml












CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
sI Ifitlr lt; Iofi liii loii fit liii lll ilt aili tior





0.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.e 1.0
x/C
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0.6 0. - ..........................
0.4 . 0.4 ...................................
-o.2 -0.2 ---- 0.
-0.4 04 - - --- v _ _ _ _0 .. .
U I -0
-1.4
*-2.0 ^,.. ... ,J.. In.^ 66-.--- .Fs_4.-t JL&J.t--- - * - 20I .,
0,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 *%.-O0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C ' ' X/C
SYHIOL BETA Y/B M1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.6808 0G.565 1.;000 ALFr 0.OG
5.892 0.879
REFERENCE FILE

















DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
i, III,, Iim sm .i Poui ljisll fill rip#is
U
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.0 -- O.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
Y/B M1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.565 1. 00 ALFB 0.000
0.879
RCFCRESNCE FILE
MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) PAGE 686[DTC013)
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
e lilIlf/Itltll, til lll tl l li . ,riiIut







-0.8 __ __ __ _
C.)


































[It l t IVI
0.2
I
'li I , ll If 
I
till It l I i t























0 0.2 0.4 -0.6 0.8 1.
X/C
SYMbOOL DTA Y/I M1












CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD
.Do i,,,,,,,,i ItII ,,uu lull ,,, ,,  ,, -. ,, ,.. l ll
0.4
0.0 .. _. _ _.… _ 
-0.8 - _ -- _, _ ___




2 0 .-A J4 .-. AL AJ,. ..C .A .4 S A. L4.A , I . AL
REErRENCE FILE
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-2.0 -6 -....- &. * .. & .*., *.tfl.*
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0
X/C











AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) CDTC013) PAGE 691




__ ____ __ - -0.. .. .. _..-0.6
0 2 04 06 0 -*00° 0.2 04 058.e
0.221 0.46C 0.681.0.0 0.2 0.ETA 0.6 0. CXL- 00..
0.359 1 0.0C5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFT10N
(BTC05I) OPEN AECC TC1t7 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITERtUFFER WING)













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIZTION
(BTCOOi) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC B"DSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)























CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
S.o .'.l t..llll it, Il lllll tl t it. tool tl .,
0. ..
0.6
. . - --.
-0.02 … __ _r








-2.o .-. -...... .
-2.o
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYHOOL ALFeB /B mI
- 7.935 .497 0.60





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGOI J OPEN AEOC TCI?4 NOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)













DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTJON
(BTC012) O£ENi AECC TC174 HDAC Dr/JSTER NEAR































CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
-O rl" ll.. llll'l' "fllofi'll'"tfl'l""ll"" r-l
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATI©oJ DESCRIFTION
(BTCGGiJ OPEN AEDC TCIT4 HDAC BCOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)







































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(OTCGOI) OPEt AEDC TC7l4 CDAC BOOSTER tHEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)













-0.61 -------. ------ . . __ _, __ _ _ _..
-1.2 -1.4.4 0 .8 4
0. 0 .813t
-1.o -%.o ' -- ..
0.0 0.2 0 0 .40.6 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0
x/c x/c
SYMNOL ALF0 Y/B iHi PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.1S37 0.221 0.894 IETA 0.000 OX/L




ATA SET SYMBHDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOOtJ OPENI AEDC TCI?4 MOAC B"O.STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)

















AECC TCIT4 MDAC BXOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES












- a 0.. 0. 0. * . t t . , 
. -* 
. 8.. ..6 ..80.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 O .0 %O O 1 . .4 0.6 0O 
X/C X/C
SYMDOL ALFOD Y0 MI PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.137 0.497 0.894 BETA O.O.O CX/L




DATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCGOI) OPEN AEDC TCIT4 MDAC BO'OSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)














DATA SET SYMCOL COctFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(OTCOOI) OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOCSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)











DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC001) OPEN AEDC TC174 HDAC B-OSTER NEAR






























DATA SET S'MDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCDI ) OPEN AEDC TCIT4 MDAC B0C0STER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)


























-. I -. 0
-1.2 -1.2
-t~.4 -~ -t r ·I +--I I 1 -1.4
-1.6 - .i.6 
C ) I" " L 1' -
2
.%.o' C - o.e 0.6 0., 1.0
-* O'O 0.2 0.4 0.8 6 O °' 0.8 1.00 
x/C X/C
MSYDOL 4LFB Y/0D M PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.153 0.221 1.000 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.000




DATA SET SYIHCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGOI) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC BC-,STER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCCOi1 FLAGGED AECC TC174 MDAC BC,SITER NEAR OROITERLCOWER WING) PDAI 7n5
r r II ·V.





















BETA ' 0.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGOI) OPEN AEDOC TCIT4 DOAC B05TER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)

























V/B Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.497 1.000 BETA 0.000 DX/L, 0.000
0.635 . I 0.OO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ,
(BTCGGI) OPEN AECC TCI74 MCAC BCOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WlCG)


















00. 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.t 9.0
X/C
9r.oL ALjfD YXO MX FPARAMETRIC VALUES
7.922 G.773$ ll.OO BETA O.OOG OX/L
I - .?73 Z O.OO0
O - 4.421
B G P~ZP.197
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON DESCRIPTZON
(BTCGO I) OPEN AECC TC174 C4AC BCOSTER NEAR' ORBITERUFFPPER WVIIG
(CTCGI) FLAGGED AECC TC174 MDAC DBOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
0.000
PAGE 708
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER





DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION
(BTCCOI) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC
(CTC0I) FLAGGED AECC TC174 MHDAC




BOXSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WNGC)






















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER













0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/C
SYN~O.L ALrO Y/B HI
.?ez2 0.359
. ATA SET OL CONFIURATIN ESCRITION
OATA SET SY¥NEOL CCNFXGURATI',N DESCRIFTICt4
(BTCGO5) OFEN AEDC TCI74 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR Oi
ICTCOt I) FLACGED AEDC TC174 MDAC BCJOSTER NEAR' OF
*%o .0 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 OX/L 0,0GG
j ~-%~.0 ~0.000
'2'%,0 0--o.2 0.4 0G0
RDITER(UPPER WING)




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGSI) OFEN AECC TC174 MDAC B.OSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCG0I) FLAGGEC AEDC TCi74 HCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
0.000
PAGE 711
O-------- -08 -. -t.
-1.4 _ _ -1t.4
-1.6
-0. 0.2 0.4 0. o. .0 0. 0.4 0.6 0.6
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFO r/B MI PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.282 0.497 1.100 BETA 0.000 DX/L




CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG0l ) OFEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)







-1.4 _ _. _ _ . -1.4
-2.0 .- e. -., 4 .-.& . z -.- % .L2_ * 0.4 0 . -.LL. 0 [ .. -
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 6 . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.*
X/C X/C
SYCOOL ALFB Y/B Hi PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.160 0.497 1.00 BETA 0.000 X/L O.OCCGG
4.170 0.635 Z 0.000
0 6.G83
7.758
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZIOU DESCRIFTION
(BTCGOI) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BC.DSTER NEAR ORBITCR(UPPER WING)
(CTCOGI) fLAGGED AECC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER ING) PAGE 713PAGE 713
'I
DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES











DATA SET SYH4OL CONFIGURATZON CDESCRIPTION
(CTCGrOI) OPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC BOO'STER NEAR ORBITERCUFFER WING)












AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
I
DATA SET SYMDBOL CONFIGWRATZ10 OESCRIPTIONt






















__-___.6 -_ 0.6 
-o. e _ 
-.
-2 0 ..t .... .... ss szL " "'2 ' * ~ . - - -
-1.4 -- *- ---- ------ *---- - -1.4
-1. . 1.6
o.0 0.4 0.6 0 0.2 0.4 o.6 .
X/C x/C
SYMBOL 4LFB Y/B M1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
3- 8.12 0.221 1.199 BETA 0.000 DX/L




DATA SET SHMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCOOt) OPEN AECDC TC$74 HCAC DO'"STER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)














DATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION I


































DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATIOt CDESCRIPTION
(BTCGOII OPEN AEOC TCI74 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WIIJG)





















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
.I'II I1 II~ II 31 'I Pll lil fII Itil . '' I its Fe1 r" II. .0 .....117 t1 i It I III
0o. t- 1 - o.s-..-..-...........-....
0.6-. ... _ ...... _ _ ---- _--. -_ .t -C .................. _
0.-' 0.4 . -. .. . ..................... -..
0.0 - -- 8---ET 0.0 
-0.2 .. ...4
0-.2.
-% .0 -ILO ..




- " ".2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 - .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFS Y/0 m1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.170 0.497 1.199 BETA 0.000 0X/L O.
4.167 0.635 [ 0.000
10. 151
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGSD) OPEN AEDC TCIt4 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UFFER WING)
(CTCOi1) VLACGED AECC TC174 MCAC B0OSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 719
000













CATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATIOtN CESCRIPTION










s of 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
x/c
SYMBIOL ALFS Y/o H41 i PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.170 0.773 1.199 BETA 0.000 DX/L





DATA SET SYM4OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1(TCD10) OPEN AEDC TCI74 MDAC B/JOSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER VWI )







'. 0 ' 0.4 0. 0.8 -.
X/C
SYMCOL ALFO Y/Be H





DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOOI) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC DOrCSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)
(CTCOGI) FLAGGEC AEDC TC174 MHCAC BCOSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING)
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES




















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0












0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0
X/C X/C
rY/o H PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.221 1.300 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.000
0.359 I 0.000
DATA SET SMDOOL CONFIGURATIOI DESCRIFTION
(BTCOO.) OPEN AECC TC1T4 MDAC OOJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFPPER ING)
(CTC001) TLAGGED AEDC TCI74 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWCR WINC) PAGE 723
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
1.0 Ifff ,t i , iu tll oo toot too .s. toot '.". to




SYMCOL ALre YXC Ml









CATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
¢BTC0G1) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)






























OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)





AND LOWER WING PRESSURES






















DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES




-21.0 o .. . ... . . ..... ...
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYIMOL ALFD Y/B Hm FARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.33s 0.773 1.30G BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.GG0




DATA SET SYMB'-L CONF lCURAT1ION DCECRIPTI'N
(BTCOGI) OPENt AEDC TCI74 MDAC B'OSTER NEAR ORJITER(UPPER WING)
(CTCG00I) LAGCEC AECC TC17 HMCAC BrO/STER NEAR ORSITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 726
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER






-0.4 - _ . -
-0.6 B- --, _ - _
-t.6 , - - -
0.0 °0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
I
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DTC051) OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC BO"OSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)











- 0.2 - _0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
-1.5
-x0.2 0.4 / .C 0.8 1.
X/C





















rIll "ItI Il i Ieic
- --- - -. .-.-.-
LL...J.





DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC002) OFEN AECC TCl?4 HDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)
(CTCG02) FLAGGED AEDC TC174. MDAC BoOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
OWER WING PRESSURES











CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
Io ro lii, it i t. I. i if to t o mli llfiti to ri l r i i s. r
0.4
0..
0.0 .- . _' .
-0.2 __ _- .. . .- _ _ _ _ _
-0.4
X/C C
.0 0.221 0.4 0. 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMBOL BETA V/B Ml
4.018 0.221 0.600
S.878 D.359
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8TCO_2 ) OFENI AECC TC174 CDAC BS.STER NEAR O;
(CTCGO2) FLAGGEC AECC TC174 MDAC BO1OSTER NEAR O;
-0.8 ..
-1. .
-t. ____ ___ ___.. .. ....
~-2.0 0 .2 0.4 0.6 0O I.O
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB 0.000 CX/L O.GGG
I 0.000
RDBITER(UPER WING)
SRBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 729
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER 
o.e
o.6 -- ,. .-. -
0.0
-0.2 .-. -.
-0.4 09 _ _
U 
-0.6
0,.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/C
SVCOL BETA 7/B Mi






DATA SET SYMBOL COiNFIGURATION CESCRIPTIONt
(BTCOG2) OPEN AECC TC174 HCAC OOCSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFFER WING)







AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
t.0 "rtl rIrrl I rf ll'r, I r 11' 1 ili
0.2
-ci o ------ -- 1 ---- t-- --- - -- - -- -. e-
- .4 -1.4
-7---1 T-'t- 1 I -1.-
-2.° °2 0 4 01 %. 02 t- o 0.4 0 -08 1.0
X/C X/C
SYMDOL BETA Y/B ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
4.018 0.497 0.600 ALFB 0.000 OX/L O.OrG
5.878 0.635 0.000
DATA SET SYHBOL CCtNFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCG52) OFEN AECC TC74 HMDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)
(CTC0G52) LAGE£D AEDC TC174 HMAC BOOSTER NEAR RDBITER(LOWER WING) ' PAF 71 1
rAuC 1,J1
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATgON CESCRIPTION
(8TC0G 2) OPEN AEDC TC174 NOAC BOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)







































OPEN AECC TC174 MHAC SBOSTER NEAR C'ORITER(UPPER WING)






















Y/B MI PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.221 0.898 ALFB 0.000 CX/L





OFEN ACDC TC174 HOAC B'J-STER NEAR





CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
1.0 Fl,,Illlll tro ll ltlf illl lfll fll Fie ri





-0.4 ._ . _.-
0 -
-1.4
-1.6 -._ __ _ _- _
-'0,0' 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 m.0
X/C







DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIlURATION CESCRIFTION
(STC002) OPEN . AECC TClt4 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)









0.2 0.4 0.e 0.8 1.0 -C' b.O 0.2 0.4
X/C I X/C
BETA Y/D Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
.014 0.497 0.898 ALFB 0.000 OX/L




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGC2) OPEN AEOC TC74 DOAC B.OOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)





DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
1ifl' 1,, 111 1 1) 
0.: , : = : ' ' - '::-- ,----- : ----- --_ f -
0.4 . ·t . ._t ·-·t' ·· t- ._ .. _..._.__ _. _. . ... 
-0.2 -· -- 1--t 1-- -·-~--- ~ ··----- 1 0.2
-0.4 ~ ---- ~-:-1- _-- -I-·---I-·· --- itjl---- I-·-----t------l------ ·t---- -0.4 -
0. .
-0.2 . - . - -1.2. -._
-1.4 -. 4 - 0. _ _--+----- l .__.. . ..--1  ______._ -0.6 
-2.0 - --- 4S I - % -O.S
0.0 0. 0.4 0. 0. -1.0,
x/C
SYMDOL BETA Y/B HI
4.094 0.497 0.898
5.964 0.635
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION DESCRIPTION
(OTC5G2) OPEN AEDC TC174 MIDC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UPFER WING)











CHIORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
.I . I.
a !: - ..- - -.- -.-- - - - ,-


























DATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCG02) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)













AEDC TC174 HCAC B'CSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)


















CL _0.a-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-._ _-_ __-_ _ _ - -0.8 
o .
-1.0, -1. 0oP -1't
-1 .2 -1.2
-. 6 l -l V - --.-6 - -it.6
%.'0 0'. 0.2 0.4 0.e 0.8 . *° '.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
-6.02 0.22t $.IG ALFD 0.000 CX/L
.- 4 150 0.359 1 0.000
-2.3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGG2) OPEN ACDC TCI?4 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCGOO2 FLAGGEO AEDC TCIT4 MCAC BOOSTER NJE[R ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE
0. Goo
740
DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND11.1i 5.it# o im sool us ao la or Si,
.0.














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATIOtd CESCRIPTION
(DTC552) OPEN AECC TCI74 HDAC EC1'-,TER NEAR






S.o ,,,,,,,,, .,, oil 1 11 ofol ,,,,illII
-0.8 _ _ . _ _0.4
-0.6 -- 1- - - --- ------- -
·o 0 0 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 %.0 0.2 04 00
X/C X/C
ETA B H PARAETRI VALUES
-0.2 
-01.4
0.0 0. 4 0. 0 1.0.0
- 6.082 0.497 1.010 ALFS 0.0G0 DXXL
x .15( -l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- 0.000.
0 - 2.3-°
- 0.28t
DATA SET SYMDBOL CONFIGURATIOdI CESCRIPTIONI
("TCG02) OPEN AEDC TCI?4 HMDAC BOO'STER NEAR ORDITERFUPPER WING)




-. 8o' - -O------- ----.------------... '0.... -..
-14 - -1.6 --2 
' '. n 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 4 0.$ 0 e
X/C X/C
SYMtMCOL ECTA Y/E Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
.071 0.497 1.010 ALFD 0.000 DX/L
6.041 G.635 i O.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGG2] OPEN AEDC TC174 MHAC Bj'.STER NEAR OCRDITER(UFFER WING)























DATA SET SYMLOL CCONFlGURATION CDSCRIPTION
(DTCO52) OPEN AECC TCIT? MHAC DOSTER NEAR OR1DIER(UPPER WING)














DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION1
(DTC02) CPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WINtG)



















DATA SET SYMH8L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(OTCGG2) OPEN AEbC TC174 nMAC BOOSTER NEAR EAR ITER(UPPER WING)













































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 " .o0 0.2 0.4
X/C X/C
Y/o t41









AECC TCITr MCAC BOSCSTER NEAR OROITER(UrFER WING)








AND LOVER WING PRESSURES
1.0 itl l fill fIl ill



















DATA SET SYNOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CTCG52)' OPEN AECC TC174 NDAC O-O.STER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)
(CTCO02) FLAGGED AEDC TCi74 DOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
0.6








































CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND l



































-L. O. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0o.e 1.o
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB 0.000 CX/L 0.000
I 0 O.000
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOII
(8TCG02) OFEI AECC TC174 MCAC B0f$STER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)(CTC5O2) FLAGGED AECC TCIt4 MDAC BCOOSTER tJEAR R2BITER(LCWER WING) PAGE 749
r J sO o---s v-*-e w e- --- *
. ---- 
--- X
. ,_ , t . . . -- -- - -- / 1'----
- s C
--- --- - -- f- ----- ---- -- - - - -
-- -- -s ---- -- ---- ------ ---- --- - -
- ---- ---w- - - -- - -- - -- ----- --- ---- ---





















CATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
({TC002) OPEIl AECC TC74 HCMAC BC.XSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)




























DATA SET SYMBOL COIaFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(0TC002) OPENJ AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCDGZ) FLAGGED AEDC TCIt4 mCAC. BCSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWCR WING)
G.GG5
PAGE 751























CATA SET SYMBOL CONFrGURATIONJ DESCRIPTION
(STCGO2) OFE)I AEDC TCl74 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR CORBITER(UPPER WING)













-0.4 .-- --. .. ...- _
X/C




-. - --- ------- i - -- --- --
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.a Z.o
X/C
SYMDOL BETA Y/D Mn
3.912 0.221 1;201
S.999 G.359
CATA SET SYMDOL CC'NFICURATlorI OESCRIFTIcN
(BTCG02) OFEIJ AECC TC174 HDAC BOXJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER Y(CTCGOZ) rLAGGED AEDC TC174 MCAC BOOCSTER NEAR ORDITERR(LOWER V,


























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.0
0. 











O O0.2 0.4 0.6 0.i_ ~ ~ ~ .8 _I 
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALF ' 0.000 DX/L
r 0.000
p 
DATA SET SYMOOL CONfIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCO62) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC COOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)









CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
t I. fllfill f i Jll 1111 l l IIl. fill sfill 1ill lilr t.0 tO - i IaIr I liI lIll
..
oje·'~ T · · .-- ·· -'--· -- - --10. -
-0.4 - -0°4 ---- -. . .- .-- -.





-0. -- _-- -- .
-0.6 -0. __
. .. ... ....... ............ 
_ . - 0. 0.4 0.6-.-Sv.L O iETA -/. m PAR





.4 0... , *
X/C X/C
SYM4BOL 6ETA Y /D M1· PARA
3.912 0.49? 1.201 ALrB O.C
5.999 0.635 
. . O.
DATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATIcON CESCRIPTION













AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFi
I
DATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION DCSCRIPTION
(eTCOO2) OFEN AEDC TCI74 MOAC BOSTER NEAR OROITERIUPFER WING)





























CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER ANDiLOWER WING PRESSURES






0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYmNDCL BETA YrD MI PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.912 0.773 1.201 ALF 0.000 CXXL
-06 I ' 0.0005'.999 OOO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCDO2) OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFFER WING)







-1.c 0--_--_--*- - t---- --- .--- -------- '0 ------------ - - -
-2 0 .. ... ...
-- -2.5
-. --- - -1.6
- o -t.8
-10.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 ';~~. 0.2 0.4 0. 0.6
X/C X/C
SYHlDL BETA Y/P Hi PARANMTRIC VALUES




DATA SET SYMDO.L CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCOO2J OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOXOSTER NEAR ORCITER(UFFER WING)

















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
0.6
0.4
-0.2 _ _ q 
-0.4
-0.6 ---















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGO2) OFEN. AECC TC174 MDAC DIDOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)








CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER








-81. 6- - -- - -- -
* p.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMBOL eETA Y/ MI1
- 6.2,3 0.497 1.302



























DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRZFTION
(ETC0O2) OPEtN AECC TC?4 MDCAC DC'STER NEAR ORCITER(UPFER WING)





,.U I· 1 111111 I
o&"F
'























AND LOVWER WING PRESSURES






SYMBCOL CONJFIGURAT1ION CESCRIPTION4 
OFENU AEDC TCI74 HDAC BC'.STER NEAR OROITER(UPFFER 'I/NG)





CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.0 i m ,f ll ll llffs 1 lI ii ll l l l m t s i l t r
0.6







fl.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.o
X/C
SYHPOL BETA Y/B 1l PARAMETRIC VALUES4 6.203 0. 77 1.302 ALFB 0.G O CX/L 0.a
- 4.1G5 I 0.
- 2.025
. - G.252
DATA SET SrMBOL CONrIGURATION CESCRIFTION-
(BTCOO2) OPr-EN AECC TC174 MDAC BOCSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)
(CTC5O2) FLAGGEC AEDC TCI17 HOAC BX'STER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 762
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES









- .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o..8 .0
2 5 .994 I O.C
DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIOII
(BTCGG2) OPENI AECC TCI?4 HCAC 0XjSTER NEAR O'RDITER(UPPER





















ALFB - 6.000 OX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGO5) OPEN AEDC TC174 MHAC BcXJSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)

























CL -0.8 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___ CL -0.81 
o O0~~~~~~~~~~~~-




-1.8 ' *.- -,---_ --- *- ---- -------- , -- -..-- * -l.a 
-
:*0.0 0.2 0.4 0. 6 o a .o -.. o° o. 0. °4 . 6 o. .. 
X/C X/C
MSYEMOL SETA ¥/B M1 * PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 3.904 0.497 0.599 i ALFB - 6.000 /L O.OCC
- .993 O.635 O.000
- 0.013
3.955
ODATA SET SYMCOL COrIFIGURATIOtN CESCRIPTION
(BTCG03) OPEN AEDC TC?74 MDAC D'CJSTER NEAR OROITER(UFPER WING)
(CTCG03) FLAGGED AEOC TC174 MDAC BOCJSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING) PAGF 7rr





























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.000 Dx/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(8TCGG03 OPEN AEDC TC174 HOAC BOOSTER NEAR OR8ITER(UF-FER WING)
(CTCGGO ) FLAGGED AECC TCT17 HCAC X6JSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING)
G.GGG
PAGE. 766
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
06.-





-t1.6 _ _ _ -
-2.0 .. 1 - -. l.L. S. J. .J .SJ I-a. t.4.&.I L 4*4-L 4.8 .4_ .1 L.L&.0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/I Ml





DATA SET SYMBOL COtIFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGGO) OFEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORB
(CTCOG3) FLAGGEO AECC TCI?4 NOAC BO'STER NEAR ORB
T-T.8[ I- II
-2 %.o o., ;, _.- - ..o. ,
-P.8 o o· Op02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.0O OX/L 0.00
I 0.000
ITERCUPPER WING)











ALFB - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCO53) OPEN AECC TC1?4 MDAC BfX'STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)
































CATA SET SYMDOCL CONFIGURATIO, C.ESCRIPTICON
( 8CGoI5) COFEN AECC TC174 MPAC PS"TER NEAR 'REIlTERCUPPER vdICIG)
(CTCI-3) FLAGGED AECC TC174 MHiCA DC'STER NEAR CRITER(LOWER IING)
PARAMETRIC VALUES


































DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
llI Ii tlll llf li lj lp II lll llilli ll gI 1 .0 II t1 fill lIii iF Iill
0.0
-0.4
_ 4 *°6 0 %.O 0o° °2 0-. 
-1.4








ALFB - 6.000 DX/L
OI 0.000
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8TCC03) OFEN AECC TC1I4 HDAC BCOOSTER NEAR ORGITER(UPPER WING)





-0.8 :---- - - --- 1- :  -:: -::-------- --- ----- -0.8
-1.2-1.4
-1.6 -1.6 ...
-2.0 ... ... -- .8 .. .. .....
X0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.0 *.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C ' X/C
SYMEOL BETA /e M HI PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 4.189 0.49? 0.999 ALFB - 6.000 DX/L.
- i.899 0.635 I 0.000
2.1t43
4.IIE (DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOtJ CESCRIPTIOl.
(BTCOG3) OFCN AECC TC1?4 MDAC GCdSTER NEAR ORDITCR(UFFER WING)
CTCO53) FLAGGCCD AECC TCI.4 MDAC B°~JSTE2 ,EAR ORBITER(LOWE, WlclG) PAGE 771
i
SE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
I.I I.ll. ll. .lI 111111, ll, Ill, I. li. .l.. .
0.2 0.4 0.I 0.8 l.O
X/C
Y1~~ ~~~/08 ~~~~ MHi~~~~ FPARAMETRIC VALUES
0.773 0.999 ALFB - 6.000 CX/L
1 . 0.000
DATA .ST SYM.HCL C...NFICURATION CESCRIPTION1 
(BTCO. 3) Cr1EN AEDC TCI?4 MCAC C."'STER NJAR C0,RITE R(UPPER WIG)






















_ _ - _ - -1.0--- 
_ ._ _ . .
-184
0.0 0.2 .4 06 0.8 1.0 o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C X/C
SYHEOL BETA Y/B HI PARAMETRIC VALUES
4.154 0.221 1.100 ALFB - 6.000 X/L 0.000




DATA SET STHMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGO3) OPEN AEOC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)
(CTCrGO) FLAGGED AECC TC174 HCAC BOOJSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) DPA qq77
.rrC 113/j
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1. '-.0 irrl IIIfI I !Ill lili
-4 0 00 2 04 0
SYMDOL BETA Y/D ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
0^0-62 U9 0.635 1 O.OOG
-1.0 --.- -- ---- -1.0
1.2 .286.4 -41.4
-- ' 0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 -9e0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6
X/C X/C
HB   V B HI PARAHETRIC VALUCS
4.154 0.497 l.100 ALPr - 6.000 DX/L
2.119 I 0 000
DATA SET SY2.286
ATA SC S) OL CONFIGURATON ESCR NEAR OR PPER WINTON
BTCG03 ) OFLAED AEDC TCl7A MDAC BOrOSTER NEAR ORITER(UPPLWER WING)
(CTCO$) FLAGGEC 'ECC TCi7? HCAC COOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WINGI PAGE
o. OGG
774
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.000 C X/L
I 0.000
DAIA SET SYMOOL CONFGCURATION CESCRFTTION
(OTCG03) OFEN AECC TC174 MHAC BlCXSTER NEAR CRDITER(UPPER WING)
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OFS.o fl tlrl 'ltllf fl t'fll' 'l ft 1
0.6 0.6
0.4
t.0 _ __ _____.0 - - - - - - - ---
-0.2 / -0.2
0-.4 -0.4
0.o C9 0.359 - .0.0
4.363
DATA SET SYMBOL C.ONFIGURATION C ESCRIFTIO
(8TCG03) Or-EN AECC TC174 MCAC BOjSTER NEAR 0R2ITER(UFPER WING)
CCTC003) FLAGGED ACCC TCiS4 MOAC BOCSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 776
--
AND
-. o _-- __.__- -. _---_.--. .__..._f-- -1.8
.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 ' . 0.
x/C
SYMCOL EETA Po 4 M1
- 4.187 0.497 1.201
0.069 0.635
4.363
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZOIJ CESCRIFTION
(BTC053O) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC BDCSTER NEAR CRDITCR(UFPER WING)
(CTC5G3) rLACGGE AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES







AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - $6.OO CX/L
I 0.G0G
CATA SCT SEYM'L CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCG3) Or-EfJ AOEC TC714 MHAC BOOSTER NEAR ORSITER(UPFER WING)











CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF1.o '. Otte fill lif Fort fill fl II
o.0 -. .. ... .... .. ....
X/C X/C
PARAMETRI.C VALUES
ALFB - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMDCL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFTIO'N
(BTCOOS) OPCNE AECC TC1?4 nMAC 6r0STECR NEAR OROITER(UFFER(CTC5O3) FLAGGEC AEDC TC174 MCAC DBfCSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER
























CHORDOWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER





- .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMDOL ZETA y/o "M
4.197 0.497 1.3G0
a * 0.GC5 0.635
4.355













ALFB - 6.000 CX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYHOOCL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(ETCG.3) OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOJOSTER NEAR OROITER(UFFER WING)(CTCGG3) FLAGGED AECC TC174 MCAC B"'.STER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WICG)
O. GaG
PAGE .780
E DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES




-2.0 !  ... U . .. . , ,. .. 0' .0 0.2 0.4 0 0. 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMCOL OETA Y1O HM PARAMETRIC VALUES
4.197 0.773 1.300 ALFB - 6.OOO CX/L G.CGG
0.065 I 0.000
4.355
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATIONI DESCRIFTION
(BTCO031 OFEN AECC TCI74 MHAC BD-OSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)





UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURESlil· ~ " r*rr* . n Ttlrl /I/Iill fill fll
r.ia.. 





















AECC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPCR WING)


















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
t.o tfIIlltl l~tI tf m lfI tIIIll III I tI I lmit Ill ii r
0.I
0.4.






*.O 0.2 0.4 0o6 0.8 ! i.o
X/C
SYHODL BETA Y/D MI
3.766 0.221 0.598
6.056 0.359
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(ITCt04) OPEN AECC TC14 MDCAC BO8STER NEAR ORB(CTC5O5 ) FLAGGEC AEDC TCI74 MCAC BC$STER NEAR ORB:
AND PRESSURES
2. 0 FO 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFrB 6.00 OX/L 0.C
I 0.000
ITER(UPFER WING)













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOln CESCRIPTION'
(BTC004) OFEN AEDC TCI74 CMAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)






























-q. _ .8.. ..
-1.2 ... ...
1'. 4
















DATA SET SYMBDOL CONFICURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCDO4) OFEN AECC TC174 MACC DOOSTER NEAR(CTCG04) FLAGCEC AEC¢ TCi74 MDAC BOO'STER NEAR
OR.BITER(UPFER WING)
































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIVtJ CESCRIFTI'ON
(ETCOG4) OFENt AEDC TC1?4 HMAC BOSTER NEAR ORB£TER(UPFER WtC lI



















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
PARAMETRIC VALUES






AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)
AEDC TC174 MCAC BOO$STER NEAR'ORBITER(LOWER WING)
0.000
PAGE 787 '
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION
(OTCOA4) OPEN AEDC TC174 CDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)


























CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
t.o tts, sees ses sees ties ease s,,. .e, ,,.s tiee stir
o O ... ... ........ ..... ..... , .,..
0.4
-0.20.0 . . . - - . ...... ------ -_ _.
-0.4
-1.6
02o.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 t.0
X/C





















T SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIPTI4ON
I OPEN AEDC TCI74 HCAC DOCSTER NEAR ORDITtR(UPFER WING)


















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
S.0 rtrIrtIIIt t t1i f ft t Itl t t
-t.!8b~ ~ ~Z -. - . -t.B 
o U
-2 o a *--- *- *---* , S , CLit C.-1i. &. -2 . UL... *, -.. . ,.,
-2. L~~" " ' I·' L'J' lllI LI-l-I C1.11 ·-l C·I -
* 0 0 0 2e 04 0 6 08., 1.0 0.2 0.4 o.6 0.8 s.0
x/C X/C
SyMCCL BETA Y/s t ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
5.928 0,497 0.903 ALFB 6.000 DCX/L G.GG




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGO4) OFPEN AEDC TC174 HMAC BODSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER W NG)
(CTCG.4J rLACCGED ECC TCI4 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WNG)CI PAGE 790
--

















Ml i PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.903 ALB e 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMDCL CONtFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(ETCG04) OPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC B06STER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)
(CTCOG4) FLAGGED AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 791




DATA SET SYML'L CONF'IGURATIONI CESCRIPTION
(BTCDO4) OFr-EJ AEDC TC174 MDAC DrCOSTER NEAR OROITER(UFPER WING)














































AEDC TC174 MCAC BC'STER NEAR ORBITER(UPFFER WNC)





to *ltff r "llfl ll l Ifil Il
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
o.0 rt 't tl*t f, Iwl fIl
- __L -0.8
-1.2 -1
~~-1.40 1 I I -I 1 -I 1 I -I 1 ~ -1.
- .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.a 1.0 .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C X/C
SYMOOL BETA Y/B Hi PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 5.631 0.221 1.001 ALFB 6.000 DX/L O.OGG
- 3.916 0.359 1 0.000
0. 023
1 .8,3
DATA SET SYMDOL CONCFIGURATIONt DESCRIPTION
(BTCOO4) OPEN AEDC TCIT4 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCOOG4 FLAGGED AEDC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 794
, ..W~- 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER







( .0 0.2 0.4 0.2 D.8 i.)
X/C











CATA SET SYMHD'L CONFIGURATIOI CESCRIFTION
(ITCG04) OFEN AECC TCI74 HCAC l'~.,STER NEAR ORDITER(UrPER WING)
(CIC554) FLAGCGE AEDC TC174 HCAC DC-OSTER NEAR ORDITERILOWER WING)
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.0 #C tit l~tt l11 limu Iel1 1Fil
O.g -_ _ _ .....
0.6 ___
0.4









-1 .8 _ _ _._





-2.0 -20. 0. 0. 2I::;t 0 7 7 7'
-.0 o. o. . 0.8 .
X/C X/C
,Sy DHCL BETA ¥/D mH PARAMETRIC !VALUES
S.e1 0.497 1.001 ALFB 6.000 DX/L
a -.GI 6 0.635 1 0.000
12.0s
DATA SET SYMCOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
()TCO4 ) OPErU AECC TC174 NMAC BOC.STER NEAR ORDITER(UrPPER WING)

































AECC TC174 nMAC BlCSTER NEAR
AECC TC174 MOAC BOC'STER NEAR
-0.8 
-l.O










AND LOWER WING PRESSURES.
X/C
BETA Y/O Hi





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC004) O EN AECC TCIT4 IDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER 'lNCG)















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER





-0 - - -- ------ --- ----
0. -0.8 
X/C
S -1.…… BETA Y/4 Ml
-1.6
- 3.879 0.77 1.001
I . 5.995





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCG04) OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOOJSTER NEAR ORBITERCUFFER WING)














-e.7G4 0.221 0 LF 6... DL .C
-. 0- -. 3.75
-0. 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.0 0..2 04 .6.0...1..0
- 0.004 0..59...
DATA SET SYHOOL CONIGURATION1 DESCRIPTION
(TC0GG4) OPEN AECC TC17T4 HMAC B:OSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFPFER )INCG)
(CTCO04) FLAGGCCE ADCC174 NDAC BOOSTER NEAR DITER(LOWER PAGE 800







-0.4 ...... -.. - - - -- - - -- - .- 
-o.*s -- *................................ -E 4- -- 0-'- -l
0.4 0-. 44
X/.2 -X/C
SYMBOL DETA Y/o MS PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.704 0.497 1.100 ALFe 6.000 Cx.L
IeTCG54) OPEN AECC TC1T4 MHAC Dcj$STER NEAR 02DITERcuFFER WINC)
ICTCCG4) fLAGCCE AEDC TCtr4 HMAC 8-STER NEA ORCITER(LOWER WIC. PAGE




I !"'Ito I.. ,. III. IIIi. .. I, *.1 
II W I,










DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCG04) OPEN AEDC TCi74 NCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITERCUPFER WING)






















OPEN AEDC TC174 HCAC BCJOSTER NEAR OR8ITER(UFPER WING)




























R AND LOWER WING PRESSURES


















DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIr-TION
(BTC004) OPEN AECC TCI?4 MDAC EB.,STER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)
(CTCG4O,) FLAGGED AEUC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
G0.00
PAGE 804
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
'.e ° III),lg "" " "" ii ""llll liii li liii sillll l Ill
0.0
0-i~
..4 . . . .- -
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 6.O
X/C
SYMEOL CETA Y/B MIQ - 3.879 0.773 1.202
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFB
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCO.4 ) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOCJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION







..- - - - ----- -





























DATA SET SYHMBL CONFIGuRATION CESCRIFTION
(BSTCO4) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC DJOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)




CHOiDuWISE DISIllIBUTIONI OF BOOSTER UPPER
'°*l ""i"" ""."."" l l"l "
0o.0 .
o.6





0.0 0.2 0.4 O.B l.a
- a.042 0. 73 1.298
AND LOWER WINS PRESSURES
ALFB
I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(OTCOD4) OPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC BCOSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)












~~~-0.2 ~~-IIW------- l~- ~ -  . ~ W  - C- I-0.2
-0.4I -0.4 _ - r __  .._
-0.8 - --6-- ---- -- --- -0.6
-1. -. ....... _
1.4 -1.4
-2%.a &4 0 '.L.. 4 S . . 4 0. && 4.&C -· _ _ . *, 4. ... .0.... 0.i. .. *,.f l
0 '.0 .2 0.4 0/C 0.8 . 0
SYMBOL ALFE YI/B Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
! 8.140 0.221 0.597 BETA 0.000 oX/L 0.036




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(STCOO5) OPEN AECC TCIt4 CDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WtIG)
(CTCo05) FLAGGED AECC TC174 CDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 809
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND
.0 'ill lI I ill I 1it I IIII ill Ft I I fIlIIII I Ilto li o1.
a.. -.. .- .... ._ ._ _ __.__0-- 1
c0.0 ... __ . . .- ,_ . 0.
-0.2 __ -- _ --0.




- 1..2 3 -9
-1.4 _ 
0O'..0 O.J 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/C
YMDoOL ALf Y/D Hl
0 2.10 0.221 0.597
-. A.l0 2 0.359
;O 6.GBG
C tilIG.is4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGGO) OPEN AECC TCI?4 MDAC BC.STER NEAR ORBITER
(CTCOGS) FLAGGED AEDC TCI14 MDAC OC"*STER NEAR ORBIT£R
'-, h.... ... . .J.....s.l ... ... ..... l ... .,.......l.
*. 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 OX/L ' 0.
I 0. 000
ILUFPER WING)
RILOWER WING) PAGE 810
.36
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.0






CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTC5GO) OPEN AEDC TCI17 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFPER





































CL -IL0.8 -0 ,
- U
-1.0 -t t--t-t--t- -1.0
-1.6 2 -t --- 1.6
to _ _ _ __ -1_4 _ to _-f t--- t-t----t·-- - -1.,
-e.o --. *&*& _ __t _.S ___.* _ _ . _ . _ -D- --
- 0'.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 .O0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFB V/D Hn PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.108 0.49? 0.597 BETA 0.000 DX/L




DATA SET SYMDOL COtFIGURATION pESCRIFTIOU
(BTCGG5] · OFEN AECC TCI7t4 MAC FrJ'STER NEAR ORaITER(UPFER WING)









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFVICURATON DESCRIPTION
(BrTCGO) OFEN AEDC TCI?4 MCAC BCOrSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)


































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
Y/. a 1M41
0. 73 0.597 BETA
I
DATA SET SYIDOL CONFIGURATIONI CESQRIFTION
(DTCODS) OFEN AECC TC174 HDAC BDOCSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER W"NG)
























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCGOSJ OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)













































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES















- -fA--- -.- - -
















DATA SET SYNMBL CONFIGURATIOtl DESCRIFTION
(BTCG5s) OFEN AEDC TC174- OAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.0 rlt"tft ,tt l II ff IIlIf fl 111 111
-I.2 - - - - -1 . - -
.-1.6 1.
-_t.o0 o._ _ ._ _ 0.4 0___ -~' _ 0.4 0.6 0.8
' 0 " O O Z O4 0.6 0.08 18 0.4 0.6 a.0
X/C X/C
8ym0c)L ALFOD YB mI PARAMETRIC VALUES
:.?t9 0.497 0.899 BETA 0.000 OD/L
6.154 0.655 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION t
(BTCOGS) OFEN AECC TC174 MCAC BCS$TER NEAR ORDITERCUPPER WVNG)
(CTC5O5) FLAGGED AECC TCIT4 HDAC Bc$0STER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE
0. 06
818







DATA SET SY)40oL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
(DTC00 5) OPEN AEtC TC174 HCAC C'JSTER NEAR ORITER(CUFPER WINCG
















































DATA SET SYMHDL COtNFICURATIOtJ CESCRIPTIONr
(BTCOD5) OFE£N AEDC TC174 MOAC 8C'0STER NEAR ORCITER(UrPER WING)









CATA SET SYMBOL COtJFIGUrIATIO':! CDESCRIFTIONt
CBTCfo5) OPEN AECC TC174 HMAC O"CjSTER NEAR CRITERC(UFF.R WING)
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURESIo tr "". , l u ill i ill l i ill ffl ffii rffi tsfll ill ii fi l II ill If  II
o -.--4- .---. o. 
o..t 1- if f t -- W - ------- ~-t'----- . 0.4 -
0.2 _ _-- . --- 0.28 ---- _ _ . __ -------…8
-0.2 .. --- ------ - -0.2
-0.4 - - -------- ------ ---- -0.4




-2.0 6j A. A-& ....A. -... *iC % oCA 6.A* LA . A L CC
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.
x/C X/C
SYM1OL ALFC Y/D ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
4.157 0.221 0.995 BETA 0.000 DX/L O.1
' 6. I3c 0.359 I 0.000
ID' 9.75C.
DATA SET SMD'OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTI'lI
(BTCOG5) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC ('XSTER NEAR CRDITER(UFFER WING)












DATA SET SYHMDL CONFIGURATlJN DCESCRIFTICO'
(6TC0G 5 ) OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC DOOSTER NEAR ORDITERIUPPER WING)

















-2.0 o*LJt l--5'' J*'..I.. SI..a I5'IJ 1 sS._.Ll-ll -2lOll- I " I 5...I SL. .La.0.;0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4
i X/C X/C
'L ALF rY/B Ml 




DATA SET SYMBOL COtJFIlGURATIONt CESCRIFTICOI
(STCG.5) .. FEN AECC TC174 MCAC Cr.STER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WVI'G)













AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
I
DAT'A SET SYr0CoL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG55s) OFEt AEDC TC174 MDAC B. STER NEAR ORBITERC(UFFER WING)






































DATA SET SYMBOL COtJrlGURATION CDtSCRIpFTIOr
¢DTC0G 5) OFCIN AECC TCI74 HMAC c0'.STER NIEAR ROTER(UrcPER WINj)






















CATA SET SYMBOL CCoNFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCOS5) OFE£N AECC TC174 MrAC BOCSTER NEAR













CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER








-1.6 -- - - ---- -.-...----- ....
-2.0 .... ....... .....-- -.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES

















DATA SET SYIMOL CONFiGCURATiON DE$CRIFTIONI
(BTCO65) OFEN AEDC TCI?4 HCAC BC,'STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)











DATA SET SYMHOL COlrIGCURATIOJ CDESCRIFTIOtl








































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





OFEt AECC TC174 HCAC BCJSTCR NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WIING)



































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMDCOL CCO'FICURATION CESCRIFTION
(CTCD05) OPEN AEDC TCI7c MHAC 'Bf,STER NEAR ,RCDITER(UFFER WING)























DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES









CATA SET SYMCrOL CONFIGURATlION CESCRIFTION
(STCOGGS) Or-EJ AECC TC174 MDAC C0rJSTER NEAR CROITER(UFFER WIfNI)





















DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOD5) OPEN AEOC TCT74 HDAC BOOJSTER NEAR CRB
(CTCO5)J FLAGGED AECC TC174 MDAC B'OSTER NEAR ORB
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
lib ffI fi ll F iil fliP I l liii fi ll tiII Flil fill lit!







-2·z _ .44 C . *,,L. ASK , ,-., ,.C . , I.,LA , *L.-;0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.036
I 0.000
DITER(UFFER WING)










AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.o tI illr If mt ffill. Pmli f lif
..-. 8 .- 1..-i.e -- l- --- -------- ----- -i---- .. . _.
-1.4 -1o.4
-2 .__ __ -_ .................................. ___ _ -2.0 __ ,__ ___ __ _ :_ .__ _
-2.0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0o -. °0o 0.2 0o.4 0.6 0. 1.
X/C X/C
SYNMOL ALFD Y/C Mi PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.66 0.221 1.2G00 BETA 0.000 DX/L 0.036




DATA SET' SYMNOL C'ONFIGURATION D£ESCRIFTION
( TCG05) OCFENJ ACCC TC174 MCAC DOC'STER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)
ICTCo55 I FLAGGEC ACOC TC174 MDAC BOO,-STER 0CEAR ORDITEI(LOWER WINC) PAGE 834PAG _ 83__4
. I- -- .
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -' O.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 . 1.0
X/C X/C
Ml FARAMETRIC VALUES
1.2DG BETA 0.005 CX/L 0.036
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMOOL COtJFIGURATIOI CDESCRIFTIONtI
(BTCGGs) OFEN AECOC TC174 MHAC r'/JSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)












AND LOWER WING PRESSURES















CATA SET SYMLOL CCOlFICURATION CDSCRIfrTION
(ETC551 o'FEpl AECC TCIT4 MDAC 'r,,STE; tJEA; ORDITERCUFFER WI.)




















DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONI
(BTC055) OPEN AEDC TCT14 MCAC BOO5STER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER Wlt.O)






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
l/e3 M1I
0. 773 1.2Go BETA
I
CATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION DEScRIFTION
(DTC5G5) OFEN AECC TCIt7 MDAC BOASTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)












CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
L.a tt Illlrl) ill li Dil l li II i ll Ill t ill  ll 11 ll





SYMBOL ALFO V/ES Ml






















DATA SET SYMDOL CONlIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGO5J OFEN AEVC TCI?4 MCAC SCOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)







DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSUR.I1"111 "III? 11 I 1 T II III II If ll Ir1 I.1 rtlTrlr vrrl T rtItItr1i IsI
-.1 U
-1 .2 _ __ ___._ __. _ __._ _ _ ......................__ _ _ __.___ -t .2_
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALrD Y/D ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.176 0.221 1.350 BETA 0.000 0X/L
4.176 0.359 I 0.000
- 5 .t26
O .2..
o10 o.s 0.4 0.6 0.8 i.o -2'~. o.z 0..
ATA SET SYMELL COFI PGURATIOT VCLUSCRIPTI
(DTC05 ) OrEN AECC TCi74 MCAC BOE'OSTER NEAR ORDITERIUP.ER WING)






-0.6t - -- -- - - ---- ---- - -- --- -0.6 -
-0.4 -0.4
--0.6 -0.6
-i.2 -o8 -4.8 -
-1. - ----- ---- --- -t ------. --- - -
-1 .4 - .4
-2t .... . .s-.. *, ,--..--faf z*. &. ||.8zL s^-- S
'2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .0.
X/C X/C
SYMCCL ALFD r/e . PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 324 0.497 1.300 BETA 0.000 OX/L
. _5,757 G.635 I 0.000
4 - .435
0 S.167
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGlURATO1N CDESCRIPTION
(BTCG05) OCEN AECC TCI?4 MDAC B'rfSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFPER WING)
















DATA SET SYMDOL CO*NFIGURATIOJN CESCRIFTIONr
(ByTC5O) or OE AECC TC7I4 DCAC BOJOSTER NEAR

















G.773 1 .30 BETA
I
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFICURATIONI CESCRIPTION
(OTC005) OPEN AEDC TC174 MHAC!BCSTER NEAR CRDuTER(UPFER WING)


















CATA SET SYMOH L CONFIGURATION CESCRIITION
(ETCGG)5 Or-EN AECC TC174 HMAC D"',STER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)




















-. .u .- .o ,
-1.2 -1.2
-1.6 - -- ----- - -1.6
.... %.' 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 i a
-2 ,O ° z 0.4 0 6 0 M ' -. 0 0.2 0.4 006 08 
X/C X/C
SYMBOL EETA Y/B M1 FARAMETRIC VALUES
- 6.G37 0.221 0.599 ALFB 0.000 CX/L 0.036




AT*A SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION1
(BeTCGG) OFEN AECC TC174 MDAC EC,'STER NEAR ',RDITCR(UFFER WING)
(CTCSO6) FLAGCGE AEDC TCI74 MCAC BO'STER NEAR 0RDITER(L0WCR WING) PAGE 845
i? ·




WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND
I, ,I . olil , IfI t of it of, olll sf IIII $ iIIII iif 1.
U u
-1.4 -1 .4
-1.6~ -1--I ~- -1..4
a.o a .2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C X/C
SVMOC.L BETA Y/D I PFARAMETRIC VALUES
3.761 0.221 0.599 ALrB 0.000. DX/L 0.036
s.e35 0.359 I D.000
DATA SET SYMDOL CONrIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGGG6) OPEN AECC TCIt4 HCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFFER WVNG








DATA SET SYIDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION



























































OWER WING PRESSURES7.Ttt rlIIII r 1 I I 11 1 IIIII i Iil rrll I111
* -- .- -- --- -- -- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
//
·~~~~~b----
-, ......./ Q 
J -H ---- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
b.... 










DATA SET SYMBOL Cc.NFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCG6) OPFEN AECC TC174 MDAC DOCSTER NEAR ORDITERCUPPER WING) 

















SYMCCOL BETA2 - 6.037
- 4.023









CATA SET SYMBDOL COrFIGURATION CESCRIPTIOtJ
(eTCDG6) OFE N AECC TC174 MCAC BroSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)

















;E DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES








CDATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(DTCOC) OFE£N AECC TCI74 MDAC BOCSTER NEAR ORBZTER(UPFER WING)









DATA SET SYNOcL CONrFIGURATIOr CESCRIFTION
(BTCGD6) OFPEn AECC TCIT4 HMAC GA-STER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)


















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.0 "lrr f If IrffIllfI f ll 1
o -. 
-2. " 2 0.2 0-.4 0.6 0.-
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1.0
X/C X/C
sYMEOL EETA Y/CD M FARAMETRIC VALUES
3.845 0.221 0.899 ALFD 0.G00 CX/L
5.92; 0.359 I O. D00
DATA SET SYMOOL CO'F ICGURATIO., DESCRIFTIOI
(BTC506 ) OrPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC 8O"JSTER NEAR OR.RCTER(U:FER WING)




















DATA SET SYHC, L CONFIGURATIOtN DESCRIPTICN
(eTC f;* ) OFEN AECC TC?74 MCAC DB.STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)




CHORDOIISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES% . III, t it I uit ugiat I e lii tet o itir ·. lfiltloll t io 'fi t ill fi lf l fill filltfill
0o. 









-0.0 0- ~- . - ....... .~~~~~~~~~~~~~-) .
-1.2 
-E0.2 TC....- 
.T N. ..E.... . -....
ICTC1511F FLAGG EC ACDC TC174 MDAC aIX-3 T E RNEAR ORGITERCLOW WING P A G E 8 5-14
-1.4 
-1.4 . . .... .-
-0.6 
-1.6 -... .-.. 
-
o _-1.8 -o.,--......... ..-.- - -. :
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0
SME .L DETA Y/0 Mi PARAMETRIC VALUES




DATA SET SVM~oCL CCINVIGURATIOfI OESCRZPTICN
COTCOCE) OFEN AECC TCIVA MCAC Sc-STER NEAR ')ROZIER(UE-PER WIPJG)















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFB
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATIOtN CESCRIFTI1rt
(BTCGG06) OPEN AECC TCI?4 HMAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UrPFER WING)



















DATA SET SYMDOL CONFGCURATIlOt DESCRIFTIOtN
(DTCGOC) OPENJ AEDC TC174 HDAC BC0jSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WItIG)








_ __ _ _ __ _ _ ______ 
_ -o.8_
-t .'
-2.002 '-0' ' '-'6'-.. . . . . 0.2. 0.4 0.6' '0.'0 6.0-J
-'0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 V2go 2 0. 4 o.6 . 1.
X/C x/C
SYMO-CL eETA MO I!B PFARAMETRIC VALUES
- 5.858 0.221 1.004 AL 0.000 XL 0.03
- 3.756 0.359 I 0.000
D 0,72-F 17~ 03.000
ATA SET SY2.7L CS
DATA SET SYnEOL CONFIGURAJT.ON D:CR1FTI'jN
(BTCOC6) OFEN AECC TCI?4 HOAC CBOOSTER NEAR CRCOITER(UFFER WIN(,)









CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIONt



































OF-EN AECC TC174 HCAC
































CDATA SET SYMCOL CONtFIGURATION CESCRIFTIOtN
(BTC506) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BO'Of TER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)



































DATA SET SYMOOL COClFIGURATIOrN C$ESCRIFTIONr
(BTC Gr0) OFENI AEDC TC174 MCAC 8E6STER NE£AR ORDITER(UPFER WING)


































ANO LOWELI WIttlU I'RL'SISJRL5.








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOtl CESCRIPTION
(BTCG06) OFEtl AEOC TC174 HDAC OC, STER NEA ORBITER(UFFER 'ING)







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION CESCRIFTION
(0TCGG6) OFENJ AECC TC174 MDAC DC,"STER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)
























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES








2 6 s, *. &^.., IIJ *-s. *z.











CATA SET SYr4OL CONrIGURATION CESCRIFTION





























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





















XUl - -- ---
--:- - - --- -.-- -:
- --- :-:::::
---- --- 
- -- - - ---- - -
- - - - -- - .-- - . - . - .- -.
__._. ......1.0
0.036
CATA SET SYMHDOL CONFIGURATIOIN CESCRIFTION
(BTCSIJ OPEN AECDC TCiT7 MCAC BDJ'STER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)












AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
,1.0 1III VIII tl, ills lll lll


















CATA SET SYHCOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8TCO56) OFEN AECC TC174 MDAC O'STER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)
(CTCoC) .LAGGcED AECC TClT4 MDAC ,O,"STER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING. PAGE 866























0. 73 1. 099
0.6 0.8 1.0
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFB
CATA SET SYMC'L CONIFIGURATIO1N CESCRIPTION
(ETCGC6) Of EN AECC TCi74 MDAC DO'JSTER NEAR ORDITERCUPPER WING)













0a..0 o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMHOL SETA V/0 Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.902 O.r?3 1.099 ALF8 0 .0 CX/L
.993 1 O.GG0O
DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATIOIJ DESCRIPTION
(BTCG06) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC DO-STER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WICG)
(CTCOG5) FLAGGEC AEDC TC174 MDAC BC.JSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
.0 36
PAGE 868









0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/C
SY0COL. CTA _ /D _ l












CATA SET SYMHDOL COtJlFCURATIOI': E;SCRIFTION
(8TCOG6J OPEN AECC TCi74 MDAC DO'-STER NEAR 0ROITER(UFFER WINIG)
CCTC506) FLAGGEC AECC TC174 MCAC O,"'STER NEAR oRrITER.(LOWER WING) PAGE 869


























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
u.0 Trr -r.tl r1l rilo r! til 1I r





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCG06) OFEN AECC TCI74 MDAC BC"JSTER NEAR ORBITCR(UPPCR WING)













- .0 02 _.4 0. a · · 1r · .8 l_._
X/C
Y1400L rETA Y/ M1l





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION










-2.0 ° 0 
ITER(UFPER WING)








AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





g-o.e -o.e ... . -8.-.U U
-1.2 -1._
-1- .4- , .-. 4-- 
t.6.AL.-1. -AAA
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 o0. 1.0 0.2 0.4 0. 0. 1.0
X/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B Ml . PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.904 0.497 1.201 ALFB 0.000 OX/L 0.(
.997 0.6535 I 0.000
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIFPTION
(BTCG00) OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC Br0STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)




AND LOWER WING PRESSURES










CATA SET SYMH'oL CONFIGURATIOt1 DESCRIFTIOtI
(DTC06E) OFPE'J AEDC TCI 74 HAC BO'STER NEAR CORCITER(UPEFR WING)





















DATA SET SYHBOL COrNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOGG) OFENI AECC TC174 MOAC BDeCOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPFFER WING















DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATIONI CESCRIFTIONi
(BTCOG6) OFENI AECC TCI74 MCAC BOOXSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)





































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIONi
(OTC50E) OPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC B'.'STER NEAR ORBITEt(UPFER WING)




























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES






-0.8 - -- --
-1.2
-1.4










OPEN AECC TCI74 MCAC BCJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)











-- --- . -
















































DATA SET SYMCOL COrIFICURATION D SCRIPTION
(OTC006) OFEtl AECC TCI74 HMAC BC-7JSTER NEAR ORCITER(UPPER WING)



















CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIOfN
(BTCG06) OPEN AECC TCt?4 MDAC BCSTER NEA ,RDITER(Ur-F'ER WING)






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
SYM rE'L C TA







DATA SET SYMHOL COtlFIrURATI4tl DESCRIPFTICtN
(ETCDG6J OFlEtI AECC TCIT7 MDAC DO'XSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)






































-2. .0 -. 0
·PRESSURES,['VIJ I II ill llll
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
Y/X Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES-
0.221 0.599 ALFS - 6.0O OX/L
0.359 I 0.000C
0. 03
DATA SET SYM0EL CONrFICURATION DESCRIPTI'N























CATA SET SYMOOL CONFICURATION CESCRIFTIOtl
(BTC5OO) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOCSTER NEAR RCDITER(UPPER WING) 







AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFO - 6.000 CX/L
I O.000
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATIONt DESCRIFTION
(BTCOO7) OPEN AEDC TCI?4 MCAC 'OrJSTER NEAR ©RDITER(UFFER WING)

















-1.4  _ _
-1.6 -
-1.0













ALFB - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMDOL COtrFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
(BTCO07) OPEN AECC TCi74 MCAC DC'STER NEAR CRDITER(UPFER WING)





















ALFB - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(DTCOO7) OFENt AEOC TC174 MOAC er.$STER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)
(CTCDG?) FLAGGED AECC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITERCLOWER WING) PAGE 885

































I .. I .J
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.G00 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATICN CSCRIfTION
(BTCOC?) OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC G.C,$STER NEAR CRDITER(UPFER WINIG)
















0. - - 0.0
-0.2 . . -0.2 .
-0.4 -- 0.4
-0.6 ...--.........-g t .... .... -- " . -0.6 -
., -0.8 
_._ 
_ _. ._ ._. _ __ _ _ _. ______;__- 
_L-0.8 
-Z .0 _____-1.0____..,.__.........:.__
-1.2 -__ _ -1.2 _ _
-1.4 - -- -.- -- -- - -1 .4 _ - - -.
-. 8 -1.8
-2 o .. s... . , ... ,. *. .... . , .. 2 0 .. 4 ..*. . , - .0 z. .U.44*. , ... 4. *....&8. .5 .. 4 44 *....
-.o 0 0.2 0.4 o.e . 0 0..4 0. o
X/C X/C
SYMOOL BETA rY/OE . PARAMETRIC VALUES
4.168 0.221 0.995 ALF8 -6.0C0 DX/L
0.062 0.359 I 0.000
4.315
OATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPtI'N
(BTCGO?) OFEN AECC TCIT4 MCAC BC'STER NEAR ORSITER(UPPFER 'tNiC)






























ALFO - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.GG0
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(ITCG57I) OPEN AEDC TC174 HDAC BCOCSTER NEAR CRBITER(UPPER WING)

















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
jl
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.000 OX/L
I 0.OGG
DATA SET SYMCOL CONfIGURATIOtl CtSCRIFTICN
(CTCO07) OPEN AEDC TCI74 MDAC BCO'.STER NEAR C'RDITER(UFFER W1NtJ)































ALFB - 6.0O0 CX/L
I O.G00
0.G36
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIFTION
(DTCOCT) OFENt AEDC TC174 MCAC BO/JSTER NEAR ORITER(UFFPER WING)
(CTCGG?) FLGCCED AEcC TC174 MCAC BOISTER NEAR ORsITERCLOWER WING) PAGE 890
)-2.% , L- L. . . I 1. - .1 I. I I j - Is ... I & 2 - l... ....
*o0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .0 0.2 0.4
X/C X/C
Y/D H FPARAMETRIC VALUES
0.497 1.10O ALFB - 6.000 DX/L 0.036
0.635 I 0.000
DATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGG7) OPEII AECC TC174 MDAC B'OOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)




















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.000 0X/L
I O.000
DATA SET SYMO',L CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(DTCG?7) OPEN AECC TC174 MHAC 6BSTER NEAR ORDITCR(UPPEU R WING)
(CTC057T FLAGGED AEDC TC174 MCAC ODX/STER NEAR ORCITERILOWER WING)
cG.Gc3
PAGE' 892
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
1.0 llll r' Iil lll li ilt lil Ill
0.6 -
0.4






'.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 .8 l'.
X/C
SYMBOL BETA ¥/B mI
0.048 0.$59
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC50 ?) OPEN AECC TCIT4 MCHAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBi
(CTCDG7) FLAGGEO AECC TC174 MCAC BJOSTER NEAR ORDC
-2" .... ...l .. I.... .. l ......I ... [..]/1 'i
'' %0 00. 0.4 0. 1.0
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB 6.000 0X/L 0.036
I 0.00
ITERUPFFER WING)
3ITERiLOWER WINCG) PAGE 893
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WI
a.o ifttiIfil tgiI I ft Ilt tot 1 toto fill t io. i o It IIr
0.6 0-. I~t~tP.6
0.4 - 0.4
0o.,2 . . 0.2
0.0 _ __  _ _ - - 0.0 
-0.2 -0.2
~~~~~~~~-0,.~~4 ~-0.4
*-oe --.6 - . -0.6
L -o. -0.
- -
-it .~ t-t- - -1.2 
-1.4 -1.6
-1.6 -, _ __6 
-2. -.... .. tAL h. *. .C 12.% ., .418
-20.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.t .o 10.
X/C




DATA SET SYM(BOL COJFICURATIO't CESCRIPTION
(DTCOG7) OPEN AEDC TCS74 MDAC X',JSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)
¢CTCG7? ) FLAGGEC AECC TC174 MCAC B--JSTER NEAR CORBITER(LOWER WING)
.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALFB - 6.000 CX/L
I 0.0sO
CATA SEf SYt4DOL CONFIGURATIONt CESCRIPTIONt
(BTCG57) OECN AECC TC174 HMAC OC-STER NEAR ORBITER(U-FER WZNGC














ALFB - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMDOL CONlFIGURATIONI CESCRIPTIO'N
(BTCGOT) COPEN AEDC TC?74 HDAC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UPFER WINIG)









































ALF8 - 6.0o CDX/L
1 0.000
CONFIGURATIONr DESCRIFTION'
AECC TC174 MHAC BcfJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFCR WING)










AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
BETA Y/o MI 




ALFD - 6.000 DX/L
I 0.000
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURA1 rOlj DESCRIFTI:ri




















-1.2 -._ - -- 1. 
1.4 -1.4
1.E -- -~~- 1 -- t-` - T~-~~ -1.6-
-2 00.o 0.2 0.4 0. 0 0. t .0
X/C ' X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/D Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
3.eE4 0.221 0.600 ALFB 6.000G DX/L 0.036
0.0 26 0.359 X 0.000
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC608) OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC B'XJSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)










-2.0 CC... ....  . . ,. ,..-2.0 .S 4'' .... ... . .... .... .0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
SYMBCOL BETA r/O Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 3.64 0.497 0-i.8 ALFB 6.000 CX/L 0.034
a 3 O.?6 0.635 l .00 .
3.735
DATA SET SYMCOL C01tFICGUATIOtl DESCRIFTICON
( TC5Oe ) OPENj AEDC TC174 MDAC B-OSTER NEAR OR[ITER(UPPER WItNG)
(CTCOD58 FLAGCGE AEC TC174 MLAC C/'jSTER lNEAR CORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGF 900











DATA SET SYMBOL COCNFIGURATION DESCRIFTI1JN
(BTCGG8) OPEN AECC TC174 MIAC BCXSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)


























I.o III,,t ral,, lll al I Illl ,
AND
I0.6 
- - t I I 1 -- - 061-: -- :-::1 H - 'I0
o 40.2 ___ _ - - -- 0.2 ..
_----- -.. ..... . ....
't -. ................ 0................................................
0.0 .. .... 0.0
-0.2 .. ............... - 0.2 - _ __ -_ .
O . -o. 
SYMBOL BETA 4Y/ I- PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 3.711 0.22 0.90/ HL 6.00 ET /L RIC V0.036
0.038 0.359 1 0.000
O 3 . pa5
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(OTCOG8) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC 0B.'STER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WING)





















DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LO
IIII I , llotll Ifil I tl git a.o
0.6
0.4
.-. ' ,,' ..- '__ ..-- 0.2





0 - - -1.4
--1.6
0.4 0 .6 , .d 1.0 0
X/C
Y/B m1 l ¾
0.497 0.901
0.635. ,
CATA SET SYMC,:L COlLrFGRATZIOtJ CESCRIFTION
(0TC558) OFEft AECC TC174 MCAC BrJ.STER NEAR CROITER(UPPER WING)
















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFO
DATA SET SYMBOL COjfI CUPRATlZtl OESCRIFTPION
(OTCCO8) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC 0D5STER 'lEAR CROITER(Ur.PER WINJG)






































OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOOCSTER NIEAR ORDITER(UPPER WItIG)
























DATA SET SYlMOL CONFiGURATION CESCRIFTION
(DTCGDO) OPEN AECC TC.74 HCDAC BOCJSTER NEAR 2RDITER(U-PPER WING)







































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOtN CESCRIFTION
(OTC508) OFEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER (UPPER WING










BE A Y., r MI
3.74r 0.221 1.100 AL
0.027 0.35S I
3.836
DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATIOCN DESCRIPTION
(BTCGGS) OFEN AEOC TCI74 HCAC BO'OSTER NrEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)
(CTCOCr ) FLAGGCE AE£C TC174 MCAC BCrlSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WINCG
X/C
PARAMETRIC VALUES










SYHOL CONFIG URATION DESCRIFTION
COpEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOXSTER NEAR








ORDITER(LOWER WINC) PAGE 909
"';
' CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER







SYMBOL BE TA Y., M1
-1.34 0.773 1.1
-3.836
O.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
.8536
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALF8
I
DATA SET SYMDOL COCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONt
(ETCGG) OPEtN AEDC TC174 4CAC BOCSTER NEAR 'R2ITER(UPPER WING)

























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC5GS) OPEN ACEOC TC174 HDAC BC0OSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WINGJ














































CATA SET SYMCOL COJIrICURATION4 CESCRIFTIOcN
(BTCOrB ) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC B.'.OSTER NEAR ORDITERCUFPER WING)
(CTCGB) FLACCGGED AEDC TCI74 MD;AC BDODSTER NEAR OROITERILOWER WINC) PAGE 912
CHORDWISE OISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURESc~ Irlll lllll 1llll tl tl rl111)11 1 11 ll.lrll @

















O - 3. 783
a G - 0.017











CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(CTC058) OPEtl AEDC TC174 MHAC BrwSTER NEAR COBITER(UFFER WING)

























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES









-1.6 - ~ ~ ~ rr *---**-----













DATA SET SYMHDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCG58) OPEN AECC TC174 HCAC BO'JSTER NEAR CRDITER (UPPER WING)































AEOC TC174 MOAC BO'STER NEAR ORBITER(UPFER WItNG)




. i,, e, . ee , , , ,
AND L[lWFR WING r ¶rr l[tr-! :
SYMOCOL BETA










CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICON
(DTCS08) OPEN AECC TCI?4 MDAC E03JSTER NEAR CRDITER(UPPER WING)
































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONt CESCRIFTION
(BTC009) OC-EN AEDC TCI74 MDAC BOASTER NEAR ORDITER(UrF'ER WING)










i.o r., iI , fis hf f iff l t fll111
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.0 "'111 II sIt f II lrl fill f Illt S
0.2 0.2
. i
-0.~_ _ -0.2 __. ._-0.......................... _ _
2.00. .2 0.4 0.6 o je 4.0 .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
4YMCOL ALFe Y/B Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q 2.172 0.221 0,6cl D-BETA 0.000 D0xL 0.036
a .4.25G 5.359 I 1.9GD
I0 6.291
0S l,, .-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIO 
(IBC, , 9) OPEN AECC TC17. MCAC DO'XSTER NEAR 02CITER(UPPER WINGC



















CATA SET SYMEOL CONrIFURATZIOt CESCRIFTION
(BTCGD09 OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC DBJ$STER NEAR OR[ITER(UFFER WING)

































OP El AECC TC174 HCAC BCOSTER NEAR 'RBITER(UFFER WING)



































DATA SET SYHCOL CONFICURATIOIt CESCRIPTIONj
(BTC009) OPEUt AECC TC174 MVAC 'C /.STER tIEAR r'JCITER(UPFER WIllG)
































DATA SET SYMDOL CONJFIGURATIONt CESCRIPTION
(BTCG09) OPEN AECC TCI7? HDAC BcCSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)





























Y',B MS PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.221 0.903 BETA 0.000 DX/L 0.036
0.359 1 1.900
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(8TCG09) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BDOCSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)
(CTC009) FLAGGEC AEDC TCT74 MDAC 8OOSTER NEAR ORCITER(LOWER WINGJ PAGE 923
a-
u
0.4 0.6 0.08 .0 0.0 0.2 0U.4
X/C X/C
ml4 5 PBEA F
0.903 BETA
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIFTIO.
98TC009) OPiEE AEDC TC1t4 HDAC BrCSTER NEAR CRBITER(UPFER WING)




























































DATA SET SYMBHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCG59) OFEN AECDC TC174 MCAC BO'OSTER NEAR ORrITER(UPFER WING)






. -. -0.8U -
-1. 4--a--1.4
0-0.o0 0.2 0.4 0.e o.6 1.0 %. 0 0. 4 0.6 0. 1.0
X/C X/C
SYHMOL ALFD Y/0 HI PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.553 0.497 0.903 BETA 0.000 OX/L 0.036




DATA SET SYCOL CONFIGURATIOt CESCRIFTION
(BTC09) OPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC r'/JSTCR NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)







AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
1.
DATA SET SYMDOL CONrFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
































UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES11 a r
BETA
I
DATA SET SYNCJOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGO9) OPEN AECC TCI74 MCAC BDOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATlON CESCRIPTION
(BTCG5G9 OFEN AECC TC174 HCAC 0C'rSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)


































-1. --t----l 1--1.2 --.
-1t.4 _ --- -1 .4 
-2.0 -t .,855. * H%. 0. 0. 0.6 0.6
-2.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 %.a o.2 0.4 0a6 0.8
X/C ' X/C
SYMHOL ALFB Y/E; Ml PARAMETRIC VALUCS
T.909 0.497 1.004 BETA 0.000 OX/L




DATA SET SYMBOL CONlFIGURATIOtN CESCRIPTION
(BTC009) OPEN AEDC TC174 MHAC B'XSSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)































DATA SET SYHDOL CO!rICGURATION CESCRIPTION
(eTC9OO) OPEN AECC TC174 HOAC DO,:STER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)





AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
















































OPEN AECC TCi14 MCAC BCrJSTER NEAR OROITER(UFPER WING)
FLAGGED AODC TC174 MDAC BCOOSTER EAR ORDITER(LOWER WING)
0.C36
PAGE 933





I . 4 BETA
I
DATA SET SYM$ OL CONFIGURATIONl CESCRIPTIONt
(BTCO09) OPENI AEDC TC174 HOAC 0rJJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER








-1.6 _ -_ _ _ _ __ _Io
-2.0 4J-4.4. L .4 *.J. *LL A 4 . * .L r .4.C.S. .ILttj. 544.. F. 41
- 10.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SHMBOL ALFD Y/' Ml





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(8TCG09) OFEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORD
























AECC TC174 MCAC BOCSTER NEAR O'RBITER(UFPER WING)





































CATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATZON CESCRIFTI'.N
(BTCG(O) OrFEt AECC TCI74 MCAC BO'OJSTER NEAR











IRDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOVER WING PRESSURES
SSS111(llll) 111eu lrsllllrl'ui~f ISl/)l~h~S6t lilir .jVT0 T~J IN ilhl ~SI l~ ~f* iiS






















BETA I 0.000 CX/L
I 1.900
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC09}) OPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC BCOSTER NEAR ORBITER(CU-FER WING)










AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCS09J OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC Bf$JSTER NEAR ORDITER(CUFER WING)























DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
rBTCGG9) OPEN ACEC TCI?4 MDAC 6'0STER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)














CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF E

























AECC TC174 MDAC BOOrSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)
AECC TCI74 MCAC BDOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
0.036
PAGE 941









DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0TCG09) OpFEr AECC TCIT4 MOAC BrOJSTER NEAR ORCITER(UFPER WING)





























UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
I rl 1.0 I'f It IT If r I III I Ir r
-1.o0 -- --- ---- -------- -- t------- - --- ..--- 1. - -- --------
I - . _. ............................. _._..__
-. 0 0.o 0.2 0.4 0O - 0.6 0. 1.0
X/C X/C
.SYMBL ALfD VsE Mi PARAMHETRIC VALUES
- t.91 0.497 1.201 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.036




CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION
(CTCO59) OPEN AEOC TC174 MDAC DC>OSTER NEAR ORVITER(UPPER WING)




0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -0.0 0. . u. u.. 
XC X/C
SYMOOL ALFO Y/D m1 PAR1AMETRIC VALUES
2.165 0.497 1.201 BETA 0.000 OX/L 0.056
a 4. 75 0.635 X 1.900
0t 5.542
10.179
CATA SET SYMHOL cONFICURATIOCI CCSCRIPTION
(0TC0G9) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC D0OJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)







AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG09) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BCOJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
Y/ HiM
0. 773 1.201 BETA
]
DATA SET SYMcOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOO9) OPEN AEDC TC174 NOAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)
























CATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(9TCOG9) OPEN AEDC TC174 HCAC BOCOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)


























-1.0 I--- ----- 0.------ ---- --- - 1 .
-0,8
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. S -I' 0.2 0.4 0 . o.0 8.0
X/C X/C
SY1MBOL ALFD /B Hl PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.918 0.221 1.299 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.036
1 .207 0.359 l 1.800
5.543
7r.7e
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIrJ
(BTC 09) OPEN AECC TC174 MPAC D'J-STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)







OPFEN AECC TC1I4 MDAC BDCSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)



























DATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATIOtl CESCRIPTION
(DTCGOG9 OPEN ACOC TC1l4 CDAC BDOSTER NEAR CRDITER(UFFER WING)

































.o I,,,,, I II,,1 , ,1 1 1,,I
Q0
c







CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONt CESCRIPTION
(DTC009) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOCOSTER NEAR ORDZTER(UPPER WING)



















DATA SET SYMBOL COtlFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOtJ
(BTCG0S) OFEIN AEDC TC174 HDAC BeOCSTER NEAR ORBITER(UrFER WING)





































DATA SET SYNMOL CONrFIGURATIOt1 CESCRIFTIONI
(BTCG15) OPENS AEDC TCI74 MDAC BOOJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)
















CATA SET SYMDOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION
(CTCGOIO) OPEN AEOC TC174 HCAC BOJOSTER NEAR ORiOTER(UPFER WING)





































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES




AEDC TC174 MHAC BC'JSTER NEAR ORDITER(IUPFER WING)






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCG01) OFEN AECC TCIr4 MDAC BC.JSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
SYMHCOL ALFO
- 8.14d
a - . :6.431
0 - I1.886
a 0.1






CATA SET SYMHDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPFTON
(8TCGI0) OFEN AECC TC17A MCAC BE3STER NEAR ORCITER(UFFER WING)































CDATA SET SYMBOL CONIJrCURATIOrJ CESCRIFTIO'J
(BTC010) OC'Erl AECC TCI14 HCAC O'.OSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPER WING)(CTCO0) fLAGGCEC AECC TC174 HCAC BCX'STER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
0.036
PAGE 9S58










AECC TCI74 MCAC B')CSTER NEAR















































-0.8 ----- 0.6 -.-
-.0.0 0. 2 0.4 0 6 0.8 1.0 a .o° 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C X/C
SYM:COL ALF, Y/D Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.552 0.221 0.902 BETA 0.000 DX/L 0.036
3. 765 0.359 1 3.800
6.Z65
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BITCIO) OPEN AECC TC174 M0AC B',STER NEAR OROITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCGOI) FLAGGED AECC TCI74 MHCAC O'-STER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 960




-2.0 _. ... A _ _ . __ __ _ __ L __ '-t*.8 _1 1.4 _ . _.. ___ CISC. _. ,___
-1.4 
-1.4
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 .O 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFD Y/O Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
.247 0.497 0.902 BETA O.00O OX/L




DATA SET SYMNOL COtWFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTC01G) OFEN) AECC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)(CTCOIG) FLAGGED AECC TCI74 MCAC B'X'STER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WINC) PAGE 961
, · .__
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
1.O 0r trtttrf rIrr t.I"l I I1 !
-0.8-- -.- B
_t 0 --- -t-o---- --------- -t.0 o _ _. _ ___
-t.4 
-o4 __
-. 0 02o 0.4 0.6 0.6 1. V. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C X/C
SYMSOL ALFO /D  Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.552 0.497 0.902 BETA 0.00 OX/L 0.036




DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTC0ID) OPEN AECC TCI?4 MOAC Cr'STER NEAR OROITER(UFFER WING)
(CTC0o0) rLAGGED AEDC TCIT4 MCAC BO*STER NEAR OROITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 962
I I'-- ---







DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION CESCRIFTION 
(BTC0GO) OFEN AEDC TCI?4 MCAC DOC.STER NEAR OREITER(UPFER WINIG)


























DATA SET SYMDOL CONFICGURATIOCN CESCRIFTZON4
¢BTCG010 OFEN AEDC TC1i4 MCAC BOCSTER NEAR ORBIIER(UPFER WING)



















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION 'OF BOOSTER UPPER AND

































DATA SET SYttDOL CONtFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ITCGIG) OFEN AECC TC174 MOAC BC"STER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)



























DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIrURATIOHi CESCRIFTION
(BTCOIG) OFEN AECC TCl?4 MDAC BOcSTER NEAR ORDITERCUE R WING)











OPEN AEDC TCI14 MOAC BrOXSTER NEAR















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOt DESCRIFTION
(BTCGIt) OPEtN AECC TC?174 MAC BOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)












AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
SMOOL ALFE Y/B mH





DATA SET SYMDOL CONFICURATION DESCRIf-TIOIJ
(BTC001) OPEN AEDC TC174 HDAC B'CSTER NEAR COROITER(UPFER WING)













DATA SET SYMBOL COtNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCIGo) OFEt AEDC TCI74 MDAC BOCOSTER NEAR ORCITER(UFPER WING)





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONl CESCRIPTIOJ 
(BTCGI0) OPEN AEOC TC174 MOAC BO'JSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)






























CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
$.O rit fil l I r r ss I,,; str 1.0 sir I i IIII IIII lIII Ilt tit Iti IrIItrIi
0.2 ... .-.. . . . . ............ 2 .1..... o. _ --- _ 
0.4 6 --- --





-%.2 t-i~-t~~--t-t-t--- 1- 1 -. 2
-1.4 -1.4
-2.0 -**I*. - . *4 ,..,S. , . a, & 2 4 _* ,, , , &&5. , ... *... .LS*4 .,. ,. ..0. 0. 2 0.4 o.6 0.8 .0o - . 0.2 0o.4 0.6 0.8 .0
X/C X/C
SrMiOL ALF D Y/C Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.207 0.221 I.099 BETA 0.0G0 DX/L 0.036




DATA SET SYMDOL CONtIFIGURATIrjN CESCRIPTION
(STCC15) OCFEM AECC TC174 MCAC t*,$STCR NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIONl
(BTCOGI) OFEN AEDC TCI?4 MDAC BeOOSTER NEAR








- . . ...............................
-1.4 .~.'-~ -.--- ~-~. -1.2 -..- ----
-1.6 .4 
-1.4
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 S.O 0. 2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
SYHML,L ALFB Y/D M FPARAMETRIC VALUES
2. 2 0 O.497 1.099 BETA 0.000 CX/L




DATA SET SYMBOL COtNFIGURATIONI CESCRIPTION
(BTCOI0) OPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC C'OSTER NEAR ORCITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCOtGJ FLAGGEC AECC TClr4 MDAC D.c.STER NEAR r1CITER(LOWER WING) PAGF
0.036
974Ir I . f
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
ALFO Y/0 MT1









OFEN AEDC TCi74 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)







































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTItN
(BTC0tI) OFEN AECC TCI?4 MHAC BCJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFFER WING)
























DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(STCGiO) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BrOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)






CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND
0~~~~~~~. I6~ ~  ~
0.6 -. ... 0.











DATA SET SYMHOL COurICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(STCOGI) OPFEl AECC TC174 CDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)






























AEOC TC174 MDAC DC'.STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)



















Y/C Mi PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.497 1.199 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.03S
0.635 I 3.600
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG01) OPEN AECC TC1?4 MCAC BOO.,STER NEAR ORCITER(UPFER WING)












: DATA SET SYMHOL COrlFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGID)- OPEN AEDC TC174 MHAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)


















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMHD0L COUIFIGURATICI CESCRIPTIO)N
(OICIjG) OPEN AEOC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR r.,CITER(UPPER WING)










































0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 -' O. 0.2 0.4
X/C X/C







OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UFPER WING)











SYHMC'L ALFB ¥/O Hm PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.215 0.221 1.297 BETA 0.000 DX/L 0.036
4.170 0.359 X 3.800
6.162
D 6.160
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCOI0) OFEN AECC TC174 MOAC BCOSTER NE#R ORDITER(UPFER WING)






















DATA SET SYMCOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGIG) OFEN AECC TC174 MAC BOOJSTER NEAR













ALFC Y/C Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.497 1.297 BETA 0.000 CX/L 0.036
0.635 I 3.800
CATA SET SYM'BOL COCNFIGURATION CDESCRIPTION
(OTCOIO) OPFEI AECC TC1T4 M'AC BO'OSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)








AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
CATA SET SYMHCOL CONFIGURATION £ESCRIFTION
(BICGIOJ OCPENt AECC TC174 MCAC BCOJSTER NEAR! ORBITER(UFPER WING)






























CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
.0 too lltl o ltt i  ll tlt tllo tlii tlll tloo mli tli








-10 2.25 7 BETA
-1.6
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.$6 a. 1.0
SYMEOL YLFB /B M% Pll
2.215 0.?T3 1.297 BETA 0
6.162
8.160
DATA SET SYMSCOL CONFIGURATIONl CESCRIFTIONt
(tTCGIG) OFEtl AEDC TCT174 MCAC C.'JSTER NEA OrRDITER(UPPER WING)






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(DTCGI1) OPEN AECDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORCITER(UFPER WING)






















-2 0 , -- --. 0tn ................................ - ,
-o.e
-2.0 . . . .&'-" 2-" -I .e* *.- *LA L.AL 461 L .. L *C** *L .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 %.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x/C X/C
SYMCOL ALFC Y/B MH PFARAMETRIC VALUES
2.o97 0.221 0.598 BETA 0.000 Cx/L - 0.194
4.096 0.359 I 0.000
8.094
DATA SET SYMCOL CONtFIGURATIOCN DESCRIPTION
(DTCGII) OFEN AECC TCI174 MDAC D'JJSTER NEAR OROITER(UPPFFER WING)
(CTCGt) FLAGGED AECDC TC17t4 MnCAC B/STER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WINC) PAGE 990
1.0O
DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND
llf I fl lilrl ~lll fl Ill l~ll ~l~ll lll jIlr' %.
-t.0 ----O-  - - - -----t - ------ - ---- -o
-Z1.4 -1.4
-1.6 -1.6
- .o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.O b.O0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALF Y/a MI PFARAMETRIC VALUES
- 8.188 0.497 0.598 BETA 0.000 CX/L
- 5.09 0635 1 0.000
O - 3.e0c
CATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTC011) OFEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UFFER WING)








-.- -0.8 U B
-1.0 --t----- 1 --- ·-t----- 1.0
-1.2
-I.e ----- - -- - -- -1.6 
-t.o '^1······ ... * .*C. .,.- - 2 .8 . * ,, .
2 .O 0.2 0.4 O.6 0.8 1.0 .0. 0.4
t.O 30.2 0.4
X/C
SYMCOL ALFB Y/B M A
2.097 0.497 0.598 8ETA
4*.G96 G0.685 1
18.G94
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGII) OPEtN AEOC TCI?4 MDAC BXSTER NEAR ORITER(UFFPER WING)











AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO'N CESCRIPTION
(OTC011) OFEN AECC TC174 MCAC D0$STER NEAR ORZDTER(UFFER WING)
(CTCGII) FLAGGEC AEEC TC174 NCAC BDOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING)
PARAMETRIC VALUES





















DATA SET SYMHDOL CONFIGURATIO'N CESCRIFTIlet
(OTCG2I) ' OFEl AECC TC174 DCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)



























-i. - - - -- -- -
----- 
------------ - - -
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.6
X/C X/C
SYMLOL ALFC Y/B MSI PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 7.940 0.221 0.900 BETA 0.000 DX/L
- 5.847 0.359 £ 0.000
O - i.843
0. 144
CATA SET SYMDOrL COtIFICURATIONJ CESCRIFTION
(BTC011) OFEN AEtC TC174 MCAC Br/-STER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)









DATA SET SY$0OL CONFIGURATIOJN CESCRIFTION
(BTCOI1) OPEN AECC TCI14 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR, RDITER(UFPER WING)





















YMBOL ALfB Y/ ml P-ARAMETRIC VALUES
_ 7.940 G.497 0.900 BETA 0.000 CX/L - 0.94
- 5, 47 0.635 [I 0.000
i.844
DATA SET SYMBOL COC'rIGURATICJN OESCRIFTION
(BTCOII) OFEN AECC TCIT4 MDAC COOSTER NEAR ORBITER£UPFER WING)









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCOII) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC EeDSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)





























C.. I ...... : I ...












CATA SET SYMCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCI1I) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER NE+R ORDITER(UFPER WING)














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIrN
(BTCG11) COPFt AECC TCI74 MOAC BOCOSTER NEAR OR0ITER(UPFER WING)


















-1 .4 -.4-t.4 .. - - - - - - -- - t.4
O 0.2 0.4 0.e o.8 t.o 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. t1.0
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFB Y/C MI PARAMETRIC VALUES
7.910 0.221 1.000 BETA 0.000 OX/L - 0.194




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC0ll OFEN AEDC TCI74 MHAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)
(CTCGo1) FLAGGE , EDC TCI?4 MDAC BOjSTER NEAR ORIOTER(LOWER WING) PAGE 1001
i
-. 0 - t .0 .....




20.0 0. 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 . .OO2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C X/C
SyMbOL ALFB ' Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.149 0.221 t1.Oc BETA 0.000 DX/L - 0.194




DATA SET SYM.COL CONFIFGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGl) OPEN AECC TC174 HCAC BOOSTER NEAR OROITER(UPFER WING)
(CTCoi11 FLAGGED AECC TC174 HCAC O'-OSTER NEAR ORDITER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1002
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION
1,.0 r I i f rf Itlt 11 i. fll f l Ii 1
UPPER AND
0.6 . .. .. -I 0_ __ .. .--..-- __- _. ._ _,-.....o.
0.4 ...... ----- 0.4 
0.2 - - - -- ---- 0
-0.2 -0-2
-0.4 -- -- 04
-0.6 ---- -- -- -- -0.6
- -0_. , -. e
-o 
-:.6 i e - - - - 1 - -1.6 - - - -
-t.2 _ -t.2
-%.4 ______._._-1,4 _. _ _
-. ' 2 0.4 0. 0.8 1.0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.2 O
X/C X/C
SYHMOL ALrE r/0 Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 7.910 0.497 1.000 BETA 0.000 OX/L -. G.94




DATA SET SYMOOL CONFO IURATIONJ CESCRIFTIOI4
(BTCGIIJ OPFEt AEDC TCI74 MOAC BOOSTER NE.%R ORDITER(UFFER WING)
(CTCo-I) FLAGGED ACOC TCl74 MCAC BO:STER NEkR ORBITER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1003
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
i p *.0 t I It f"l rT I 1 t I It l I t I
0.4 0.6
0.2 0.2
0.0 ----- ---- 0.0
-0.2 -0.2
-0.4 . -0.4 0 
Q - z0.~ t49 0.497 1 .6G0 e 0,Ooo /-0.6
-, **s.* *. l.C... L UL I& .0 -0. 0.0
O~ o o~n 0.4 . 0.8 1.0 B
SYMHOL ALF8 Y/ mlO1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.149 0.497 1.-0 BETA 0.000 X.-L
4.157 0.635 1 0.000
6.143
B 34
(BTCO1I) OFEN AECC TCI?4 MCAC BCSTER HEAR ORDITCR(UPFER WING)




° ftil " 'llt) 'ill fll ofI'". oIl






























DATA SET SYMBOJL CONFICURATIC4l CEESCRIFTION,
(8TCOII) OFEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UFPER WING)



































DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCoII) OPEN AEDC TCI74 HDAC Bc/JSTER NEAR ORITERCUPFER WING)
(CTCGII1 FLAGGED AECC TCIT4 HDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITERILOWER WING)
- 0.194
PAGE 1006
'CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND






































AECC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITERCUPPER WING)
AEDC TC174 nDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
- 0.194
PAGE 1007
!ISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER




-t~o J -. o
-0.0 .2 0.4 
-0.6 08 2 TL4 W.. tS.. P 0
X/C X/C
SYMHOO ALTO Y/0 MH PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.171 0.221 1.104 BETA 0.000 CX/ L - $$,g
4.5S 8 0.359 ! 0.000
, 6.148
19. 1223
CATA SET SYMOOL COtJr1GURATION C£ESCRIPTION
i
A




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFIION
(BTCOtI) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOJSTER NEAR OROITER(UPFER WING)












AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
T rrtu.0 rilulrl h lir I Il lt
L -0.8 - -0.8U - -0
-1. -_4 -1.2.4 -t .
-t.B e I r--~----~ 1 -1----t---'--t- 1 -I.e
-0., . ,.2.,  * - *,- ......... 0 -· L¢. ..2% , **.s, 1 * ass ...... Js* s -- .*- .- A. A a *0.o0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
SYMCOL ALF V/YB M1 PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.171 0.497 1.104 BETA 0.000 OX/L




DATA SET SYMrOL CONFIGURATIONI CESCRIPTIONl
(BTCGI.) OFEN AECC TClT4 MCDA BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFFER WING)


















CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCOII) OFEN AECC TCIT4 MDAC BO'STER NEAR ORDITERCUFFER WING)









CATA ST SYMBOL COJNFICURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGII) OPEt ACC TC1?4 MOAC DC'JSTER NEAR ORDBTER(UFPER WING)
(CTCGIIJ FLAGGED AECC TCIT4 MCAC D.XJSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
PARAMETRIC VALUES





































AECC TC174 MCAC BCOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPFER WING)
AEDC TC174 MOAC 8"..STER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING)
PARAMETRIC VALUES












-0.6 --- -- --- -0.6
-0.8 ( -0.8
-1.2 ----- ---------------- -1t. 0
-1.4 -----------t.---- - -4 _ _ _ -1.4
-t.6 --------- _--- .---- ._ -.6-
.a0 0.2 0.4 0.6 ' O8 1.0 .a 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1.0
X/C X/C
L ALFO Y/8 HM PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.167 0.221 1.201 BETA 0.000 OX/L - 0.194




DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIcURATION CESCRIPTION
(tTCotl) OFEN AECC TC174 MDAC BcJSTER NEAR OROITER(UFFER WING)
(CTCOIIl FLAGGEC AECC TC1I4 ODAC BOESTER NEAR ORDITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 1014
I - .
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOS
I.o .... ,.... .. elf .... flrf llfl ffll flli
AND
o.6t t - ._* .---- o . _-·t ··1 _t-·-----t _ __ . r .
0.4- _ _ _ _ ------- _---- _ 0.4 _._ _. ____ _ _ ____
o.2e ....... - .2
o0.o0 i - 0.0





DATA SET SYMDOL CONtFIGURATIOII CESCRIPTION
(BTCGII) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPFFER WING)
(CTCf1I) FLAGGED AECC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(LOWER WING) PAGE 1015













AECC TCt14 MOAC BO'JSTER NEAR ORDITER(UrFER WING)



















s.o rtrmlrv u lt, felf s lltl l rltl lllg rfll
cO
u.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATIONI DESCRIFTION
(BTCOII) OFEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BCODSTER NEAR ORBITER(UFFER WING)












CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES

















DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOIII OFEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOCJSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)
























0.2 .... .. 1 .0.4 0.6S
.
... 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C(TC011) OPEN AECC TCIT4 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)
















DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8TCOII) OPEN AEDC TCIT4 ncAC BOOSTER NEAR
























DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND'LOWER WING PRESSURES

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCGII) OPEN AECC TC174 HOAC BOOSTER NEAR
(CTCGIIJ FLAGGEO AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR
BETA
I
IrI - IIrT II ttrII
























































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
CBTCGII) OPEN AECC TC174 HOAC B05STER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOVWER WING PRESSURES













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(OTCCO1} OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORBITER(UPPER WING)






















4 3 _ _ _ _ _
A < g AN-- _ ..
_ 8 S k t 4 __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ ._ . _








CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
IO tort !l111 toII r IIIIo IIIi r l r tt l tIo :111 IIIr
0.4 ... _..__ __.
0.4
0.,, __=
-1.2 - -- ----
-1.- -
-o 0 . - .. J. .LA...... .. L. ,, . 6. L. S
0 8
*0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
X/C
SYMBOL ALFB rXB Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGII) OPEN AECC TCIT4 HDAC BOOSTER NEAR ORDITER(UPPER WING)









AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOi2) OPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER (UFFER WING)







































CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LIIi0 IfiI r ll i 1 Ifi 1 1i Ifii1 1i I If 1111i t il r 1tt r
















































DATA SET SYMBDOL CONFIGURATIOII DESCRIPTION
(BTCG%2) OFEN AEDC TCI74 MCAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)











IIi.- Ar I, -
.1~~~~~~
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC0I2) OPEN AEDC TC174 HOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)


































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT1IO
(BTC5121 OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)


























D - :.8I9- .8s79
n - 43.899









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGZ2) OPEN AECC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER (UPFFER WING)
(CTCOI2) FLAGGEC AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1 029
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES






0.2 0.4 0.6 0.a _ .0
x/C
SYNBOL ALKO Y/O N% PARAHMETRIC VALUE$
8.009
10.065
DATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(BTC012) OPEN AEDC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCDI2) FLAGGEC AEDC TCI7A MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1030
UPPER
-0.8 . 0- ' - _
-1.2 
-1.4.2
I I t- .L -.4
-1.6 85-t- 
-1.6
-2.0 -& ~..O..* *....* ..A.* ,... 
-2.0 . *.. 4. .L C. .& 
o%. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.O ,0a 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6
X/C X/C
$¥HBOL ALrB Y/B #I PARANETRIC VALUES





DATA SET SYMBOL- CONFICURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTC0I2) OFEN AECC TCI74 MDAC BCOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCGI2} FLAGGEC AECC TC174 HCAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PDAI
T <u I1031
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF
s.e I.rt!fl llltl lllllllffll)llfl ll
AND
o.s , . ._ _.........  _........... O.
0e . .. .. . . ._ . ._... . . ___.___ 0.6
0.4 .. .... 0.4
0.2 . . ...... _ .........---- 0.2
0.0 -- --_- _ -' ' , 0.0
-0.2 . . - - .....-. .______................................- -0 2
--
0.




SYMSOL ALFD Y.a MS





CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOI2) OPEN AEDC TCe74 HOAC BCOSTER (UFFER WING)






























NOD LOWER WING PRESSURES








-1 .2 . . -.o . .
-- I ._







OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCGI2) OFEN AECC TC174 4DAC BOCOSTER (UPFER WING)































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG%2) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)






































* DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES





-2 O SC *· , . .· ·at , LAS-A. .
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.86 .0
X/C





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC0I2) OPEII AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)
tCTC012) FLAGGED AECC TC174 MDAC BOOJSTER. (LOWER WING) PAGF I1 0n5





















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
1(TC012) OPEN AEDC TC14 HCDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION



































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC0I2) OFEN AECC TC174 MHAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)





























AND LOWER WING PRESSURES%.,. fl rf ll f .ll
f i < :~~~~~~~~~~~I
~~w wcltVt 
- - -- P - - - - - -I
0.2 0.4
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
(8TCS02) OPEN AECC TCI?4 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCGI2) FLAGGEC AECC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING)




























































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES-




CATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATlON CESCRIPTION
(BTCG12) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)









AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC012) OPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC B'OXSTER (UPPER WING)








































DATA SET SYMOOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCOG2) OPEN AECC TCI74 MDAC BOCSTER (UPPER WING)



















0 -0. -0.8 
-2.0 A---- - 1.0
-i.e --. 2
-1.4 _ _ t -1.4
-1.6 _ _ _ -1.6 _ - _
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0. -%. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFD Y/B mH PARAMETRIC VALUES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC1O2) OPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)





.2- --- - 0.2





-2.0 0.4 0.6 0.8 - . .S .a, a. .S 1 A...0.0 O O 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFPO Y/ Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.941 0.221 1.100 BETA 0.000
74.070 0.359
0 6.179
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC0J2) OPEN AEDC TCIT4 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTC02) FLAGGECC AEDC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAfGE 1044
. , r\uw 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF




-2 0 .e 4. ,.,. . , , ,. .............. -..
. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. -o 04 06 018
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFD Y/D Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOrN CESCRIPTION
(BTC012) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BSaSTER (UFFER WING)









DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC012) OPEN AEDC TC174 HCAC BO'OSTER (UPPER WING) '
(CTCDI2) FLAGGED AEOC TC174 nDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING). PAGE 1046
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOtJ CESCRIPTION
(BTCG02) OFEN' AEOC TCIt4 HDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)














NHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER
.0 i tit rit gill *rti rgs1 sit 555ll l im lli ti





-0.0 0.P 0.4 0.6 0.6 .0
X/C






AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
OATA SET SYMIOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
(BTCG12) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER (UFFER WING)






-0.4 _. __ _ _, -- - - -- -- - - - -
-o. e _ _ _ ___ __6__ __ ._ -- o .6 _ -
.0




-1.4 1 -I I 1 r I--t-t-t- I I 1 -1.4
'*00.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 C o -o.o o 04. 0* 5 O
X/C X/C
SYMBOL ALFB sY/ Ml PARAMETRIC VALUES





CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
(BTCG12) OFEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCoI2) FLAGGED AEDC TCT14 MCAC B5'JSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOt OCESCRIPTION
(BTCG12) OPEN AEDC TCIt4 MHAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)














































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES












DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTOII 
(BTCG12) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC012) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WXNG)











































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
AEDCCTC?14 MrAC BOOSTER (UFFER WING)


































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGIZ) OPEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOrOSTER (UPPER WING)




AND LOWER WING PRESSURES














-2.0 0 . ....
tI111 lI! mtll iIt I
{'





DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATIOtN CESCRIFTION
(8TC502) OFEN AECC TCIT4 MCAC DOOSTER (UPPER WING)
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF





























DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCSI2) OPEN AEDC TC174 NCAC rOOSTER (UPPER WING)





CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT1ON DESCRIPTION








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOI2) OPEN AECC TCI?4 MDAC BC*.STER (UFFER WING)

















- .0O 0.2 0.4
X/C
SYMBOL ALFB Y/B HI




UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION.
(OTCG12) OPEN AEfC TC174 MHAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCOI2) OFEN AEDC TC174 MCAC DBrJSTER (UFPER WING)









$.0 tftl (rl l f fill f ill tItt t1 !t
0.2 .............. ___. .   ...... 0.6
0....... -. .- ---- 0.2
-O0., 4-·[ -. , ' 2 - 0.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 - .0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8
SYMDOL iSETA Y/8 HS PARAMETRIC VALUES
- 5.936 0.221 0.597 ALF 0.-000






CATA SET SYMBOL COt/ FI URATION CESCRIPTIO
(. TC13) OPEN AECC TCI74 MCAC BSTER (UPPER WIN0.)97 
















AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
I.0 . I poll 1111 It I* 11fi
0.g -_
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CATA SET SYnOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC0S3) OPEN AEOC TC1?4 nOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)






















DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCI3J) OPEN AEDC TC174-HDAC 800STER (UPFER WING)
(CTCGI3) FLAGGED AEDC TCI?4 MnAC BOOSTER .(LOWER WING)
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER






0.0 2 _ 0._ 0.6 0.8 1.0
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1.0 0.2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCD03) OPEN AEDC TCIt4 MCAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)













AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFB
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOI3) OPEN AEDC TCI74 MDAC BOOSTER (UFFER WING)









































DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES




0. 773 0.597 ALFS
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOi13 OFEN AECC TC174 MHAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(BTCODI) OPEN AEOC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)











































I AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
t.0 Fll irr-rh, rlfr,, u rsff,




_. _ _ __ ._ _  __- - -1,;~e· e- :  __ .6
_ -
_- _- _- _- _- -l.a _ - -_ -_._







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(STC0IS) OtEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BJYSTER (UPPER WING)






OF BOOSTER UPPER ANDI of I I -I'tII I-IfIrl I_.1
0.
U
0.4 0. 6 0.8 .O -b.. 0.2 0.4
X/C X/C
MI p
0. 9Go AL F
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(BTC0tI) OPEN AEDC TCt14 MHDAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)














































AEDC TCIt4 MOAC BOOSTER (UFPER WING)
ACOC TCI14 MCAC BeerSTER (LOWER WING)
ALFB
PAGE 1070




OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC01S) OFEN' AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UFFER WING)








































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC0I3) OPEN AEDC TC174 HDAC BOrSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCO13) FLACCEC AEDC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1072
AND
I'th~~~ -0.8 h- -0.8
-1. -1.0
-1.4* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-1.4
-i.6 -- -1.6
-!,.B .- -...,,,. --. _ - .
-2. .0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 - .0 0.2 0.4 . 0.6 O.
x/C X/C
SYMBOL BETA Y/B HI I PARAMETRIC VALUES
6.013 0.221 1.oG0 ALFB 0.000
- 3.911 0.359
D ET .2Z9ST NI
DATA SET SrMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCOI3) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOCSTER ( PFER WING)
(CTC013) FLAGGEC AEDC TC2?4 HDAC BOOfSTER TLOWER WING) PAGEi 1073. . r 
AND LOWER WING PRESSURES








AECC TC174 MDAC BOJSTER (UPFER WING)





































X/ ' ' -1,./X/C
-C · -- 1.2
1 -1 .927
0. 0.29 0.4 0.6 0. .0 .0 0. 0.4 0.6 0.
S OL B ATTA SET S BOL CONFIURAPTION tESCRIPTION
- 6. 0.4TC03 1.OPEN AAEL TC174 MC BSTER (UPPER WIN0)
(CTCOI ) FLAGGED AECC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGF I1075* ) rV- I
AND






-0.4 -' f-- 1- ~- - u-0.4
h0-0.$8 -0.8
-l a- - --1.
-1.4G1s) FCLccE AECC Tlrc MCAC BrXJSTER (LOW WINC-1.44
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 %.0 0.2 0.4
X/C
SYICOL BETA Y/B mi
3.808 0.497 1.000 ALPB
8.892 0.$35
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCOI3) OPEN AECC TCIT4 MDAC BCOSTER (UPPER WING)








AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFB
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTC013) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BO"JSTER (UFFPER WING)
























DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC013) OPEN AEDC TC174 HCAC BOOSTER (U-PFER WING)
(CTC0G3) FLAGGED AEDC TC174 HDAC DOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1078
DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURESIIlIlff IT tflf liTllll ll III l flll I.O? 11 ilt;'rTlrfw:II riotlofl frff
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DATA SET SYMOOL CONFiGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGt3) OPEN AEDC TC174 NDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT.ION CESCRIPTION
(eTCGi3S OPEN AECC TCI?4 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTC'13) FLAGGED AEDC TCIT? NeAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1080
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTC0G3) OPEN AEDC TC174 MOAC BOOSTER (UFFER WING)












































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION
(8TCGl3) OPEN AECDC TCT14 MCAC BOOSTER (UPFER WING)
(CTCO13) FLAGGED AECC TCl?4 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER .WINGI
U) -0.8
PAGE i082
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOVER WING PRESSURES


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCGI3) OFEN AEDC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER' (UPFER WING)
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DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET. SHYCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG13) OPEN AEDC TC174 HCAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)













AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOJSTER (UPPER WING)
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AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC013) OPEN AEDC TCI14 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)















DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC013) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC 800STER (UPFER WING)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(BTCO13) OPEN AECC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
ALFB
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8TC013) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UFPER WING)








CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER VING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMEOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIO0
(BTCGIt) OPEN AECC TCt174 IOAC OCVSTER (UFFER WING)




AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC013) OPEN AECC TClt4 MDAC BO''OSTER (UPFER WING)
(CTCOI3) FLAGGED AEDC TCIt4 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1091
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DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGI ) OPEN ACDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCGI3) FLAGGEC AEOC TC7I4 MDAC BOOST[R (LOWER WING)





CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER
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AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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CATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATIONI DESCRIPTION
(BTCGI3] OPEN AECC TC174 CDAC Bf'$STER (UFFER WING)
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AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(BTCGIS) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)



















DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC013) OPEN AEDC TC174 MCAC B.O'STER (UPPER WING)























DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTTIO
(STC013) OPEN AEOC TC174 HDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING)
(CTCGIS3 FLAGGEO ACEC TCT14 MCAC BOCJTER (LOWER WING) PAGE 1096
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AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)
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DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGi4) OPEN AECC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCGt4) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UFFER WING)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO ,N :ESCRIPTION
(BTCO14) OPEN AECC TCt?4 MCAC BOcSTER. CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)


























DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTC0I4) OPEN AEDC TCi74 MDAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UPFPER WING)




AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
X/C
Y/B HI
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DATA SET SYHMBOL CONIFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(8TC0G4) OrPEN AEDC TCIY4 HDAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)











































AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION DESCRIFTI{N
(BTC0G14 OFEN AECC TC174 MCAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UFFER WING)




















































DATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BTCG14) OPEN AEDC TC174 MHAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF. (UPPER WING)
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(OTC514) OPEN AEDC TC174 MDAC BOOSTER, CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)






































DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES









DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(TC014) OPEN AEOC TCi74 MDAC 8BCCSTER, CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)



























CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF1.o fill fill fill fill , ,lt fi ll l l








AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
E TA
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIOt
AECC TCIT4 MCAC BC'.STER CANARD OFF (UPPER WING)











CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER AND LOWER WING PRESSURES
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0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(JTC514) OFEN AEDC TC174 NCAC BOOSTER. CANARD OFF (UFPE.R WING)
CTCO14d) FLAGGED AEDC TC174 HCDAC 8'JSTER, CANARC OFF (LOWER WING)
AMETRIC VALUES
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